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Bian~~(b.lasted by Caucus 
By Laura Loclce - hour closed door meeting were 1 . · --
The Senate Caucus blasted Jay Beckingham, senate vice '· 
Director of Residential Life president of commuter affairs, 
David Bianco Sunday night for and Housing Coordinator Marc 
ignoring student input on issues Robillard. 
affecting next fall's on-campus Tandy, who declined to com-
housing. ment on the content of the 
In a joint letter to Bianco, the meeting until Senate Caucus and 
Caucus said they ."deplored the DRAC are able to discuss them, 
tactics used by Residential Life said that the meeting was "very 
on the housing priority issue." productive." 
Caucus members said Bianco "The relations between the 
has ignored the Senate's input in Student Government and 
a recent decision to change the Residential Life appear stronger 
housing priority list, dropping now, " Tandy said. "But work 
4 new transfer students to ninth must be done between DRAC and 
place on the list, below current Student Government defining 
off-campus students. how the two groups interrelate." 
.. ( The Caucus had previously ac- Tandy attributed the break-
cepte~ the new housing priority down in relations between the 
list propos~d by the Dining and Student Caucus and Residential 
Residential Advisory Committee Life to "a problem of misinter-
. <DRAC) which gave new transfer pretation between both parties 
Ridership on UNH's Kari-van has increased 102 per cent 
this semester, prompting officials to ask for four new 
buses. (Larry Lmdqmst photo) _ . 
Kari-van's ridership 
is on the rise again 
BySueHertz 
The Kari-van System has 
requested four new buses for next 
year due to a 102 percent increase 
orKari-van ridership tnls year, 
according to Supervisor of the 
Kari-van System Michael Niese. 
"At the moment we have six 
coaches, a 1965 Dodge bus, and 
one van," said Ni~se. "All the 
vehicles are being used, which 
leaves no. spare if there is a 
breakdown. 
"The vehicles we have are in 
very good condition and main-
tained very well but we are con-
. cerned about over-use," he said. 
"The vehicles are now driven in 
-excess of 1,000 miles per week, 
and this leaves a limited time for 
maintenance. 
·, "Last year we only had 3,500 
people riding weekly,'' said 
Niese. "The vans are now sup-
plying 9,500 rides per week." 
Niese attributes the increase of 
Kari-van use in improved ser~ 
vice, 100 percent dependability, 
lower prices, increased weekend 
runs and a 25 percent increase of 
runs made on existing routes. 
A 27 percent revenue increase 
has accompanied the increase of 
Kari-van riders. Niese said the 
revenue is being used to pay for 
the increased number of runs. 
Niese said he would like to see 
an increase of faculty and staff 
use of the Kari-van. "Hundreds of 
faculty and staff are using their 
automobiles. I'd like to get those 
people to ride the Kari-van .. " 
Niese projects the use of the 
Kari-vans to increase: 
' 'The vans are the only sensible 
way for students on the Kari-van 
routes to commute," he said. 
"Parking problems, car insur-
ance and_ car expenses make the 
-INSIDE 
Kari-van system the most sen-
sible way to commute. The 
system will become more of a fix-
ture." · 
Niese said the Kari-van 
System has been able to handle 
the increase in ridership so far 
but if the ridership should in-
crease any more there would be 
"serious loading problems." 
With the addition of four 
coaches, the Kari-van System 
hopes to run academic charters 
and possible expansion of runs, 
according to Assistant Director 
of Kari-van System Robert 
Provencher . 
Provencher attributes Kari-
van's increasing popularity to a 
combination of expanded service, 
a better overall image and a 
reduction in the price of tickets. 
The cost of a single ride has 
decreased from 30 cents to 20 cents 
and the cost of a semester pass 
has dropped from $30 to $20. 
''Our overall image has 
. changed," said Provencher. 
"Before we had problems with 
the older buses breaking down 
and constantly changing 
schedules. We now have more 
comfortable vehicles, fewer 
breakdowns, and are more 
dependable. 
"We've had pressure to expand 
to Lee, Rochester, and Exeter," 
he said. "We'd have to do a 
demographic study and check out 
the possibilities of expanding to 
these areas. It is possible we 
would expand our routes.'' 
Provencher said there are no 
requests for more runs 011 
existing routes. 
"In the present ]Kari-van 
System there is no room for ex-
KARI-V AN, page6 
Center 
The UNH faculty 
have a new place to 
congregate. For a 
look at the new cen-
ter, see page 3. 
students seventh priority for on- concerned." 
campus housing. According to Tandy, Caucus 
Bianco met with Student Body members felt Robillard acted as 
President Peter Tandy and Vice an official representative of the 
President of Residential Life Residential Life office when he 
Ewa Celichowski yesterday to spoke to the Caucus on the 
discuss the housing priority housing priority . issue a few 
issue. Also present at the two weeks ago. 
Peter Tandy 
''I still feel Caucus was correct 
in the assumption that he 
(Robillard) represented Residen-
SENATE CAUCUS, page6 
Strong NH applicants 
vying for admission 
Eugene Savage 
By Sue Hertz 
A higher caliber of in-state 
freshmen students have entered 
UNH in the past three years as 
compared to entering classes of 
previous years, according to 
UNH Director of Admissions Eu-
gene Savage. 
Savage attributes the higher 
quality of entering freshmen to 
the changed criteria of admission 
into the University . 
"Since the enrollment ceiling 
w:l~ pl:lcPd :lt 10,500 we have had 
to limit the number of entering 
freshmen," he said. "We used to 
admit in-state students if .J:hev 
Course assessments a 
By Rosalie H. Davis 
A motion to provide students 
with a voluntary mid-semester 
course assessment "has a good 
chance of passing" the next 
Academic Senate meeting next 
month, according to Academic 
-Affairs Committee member Doug 
Cox. 
"I think it's a good idea," said 
Edward Francq, a faculty mem-
ber of the committee. 
_ " The mid-semester 
assessments are distinct from 
end-of-term evaluations because 
they will not be used for 
promotion or tenure con-
siderations, ' ' said Cox, a Political 
Science major. 
''The results of this assessment 
will be confidential, and com-
pleted out of class," according to 
the proposed motion. 
"I'm going to try it experimen-
tally this week, on my Biology 401 
Jazz 
and Zoology 713 classes," said 
Francq. 
According to Academic Senate 
Chairman Robert Simpson, many 
faculty members on the Faculty 
Caucus are disillusioned with 
student evaluations. 
"Some faculty members are 
insulted at obscenities that ap-
pear on some evaluations. Some 
think that criticisms aren't con-
structive, '' said Simpson. 
"In spite of this , I think it's 
worth a try for at least a year," 
he said. 
The next Academic Senate 
meeting is scheduled for March 
13 and the motion will probably 
be voted on then, said Francq. 
"I think it's a better idea than 
having evaluations at the end of 
the term," .said Biology professor 
Samuel Smith. 
"It took me a whole semester to 
see that students couldn't see 
Buddy DeFranco 
visited UNH for its 
big jazz weekend. For 
a look at his perfor-
mance, see page 10. 
·,vere in the top 40 percent of their 
classes. Now a student may not 
,be admitted if his program of 
·studies was weak. This places 
pressure on the student to have a 
strong academic background.'' 
Savage said new applicants are 
, better prepared for college be-
ca use of better programs of 
studies. "More high school 
students are now taking higher 
level math courses, science cour-
ses and studying foreign lan-
guages in greater depth,' ' he 
said. 
ADMISSIONS, page 6 
possibility 
white chalk on the blackboard but 
they could see yellow. I don't 
know why students don't tell the 
professors when they have a 
problem , but I know many 
won't," Smith said. 
"A professor could change for 
at least half the show, provided 
the information is computed and 
returned to professors in time," 
nesaid. 
'' A lot of the arguments against 
the assessments were from 
professors who said that students 
~hould speak out about problems 
that they're having," said 
Francq. 
'Tm sKeptical about the num-
ber of returns. and also about the 
validity of the suggestions ," 
Francq said. 
"If a students asks that the text 
or the professor be changed half-
FACULTY CAUCUS, page 12 
It's over 
UNH senior co-cap-
tain Tom Cavanaugh 
had the best game of 
his college career last 
. night, scoring the 
winning basket to 
pacP- the Wildcat bas-
ketball team to a 64-
62 season-closing win 
over Northeastern. 




Durkin wants investigation 
New Hampshire Democratic Senat?r J~hn Durkin has asked 
President Jimmy Carter for a nationwide federal study of 
radiation dangers at nuclear submarine repair facilities .. 
According to a story in yesterday's Boston Globe, Durkm sent a 
letter to Carter Saturday expressing concern over the high rate of 
cancer-related deaths at the Portsmouth Naval Shipy~_rd in Kit-
tery, Maine. Durkin feels there may be similar hazards at other 
. naval repair-facilities across.the c~untry.. . 
A congressional subcommittee 1s meetmg today to ~scuss the 
effects of low-level radiation on health and the environment. 
Navy Admiral Hyman Rick~ver, the father _of this country's 
nuclear submarine program, is expected to testify. 
The Globe's Spotlight Team reported the radiation problems at 
the Portsmouth shipyard in a story last week. 
The team reoorted that cancer related deaths at the facility 
wen~ twice that of the national ·rate. The cancer death rate at the 
facility for exposed workers is 38.4 percent as comr,ared to 21.7 
percent for non-exposed workers. . . . . 
Durkin asked the President for an mvesbgabon at_ eight other 
facilities, with a civjlian panel of experts acting as monitor. 
Downing announces candidacy 
Delbert Downing, the Democrat_ic mino~ity leader in the New 
Hampshire Senate, announced his candidacy for_ the guber-
natorial nomination yesterday at a press conference m Bedford. 
In an attempt to match the platform of incumbant gov~rnor 
Meldrim Thomson, Downing said at least a dozen times 
throughout the conference that he would veto any general sales or 
income tax. · 
Downing said he believes taxes are still the pivotal issue at the 
state level, but that, "The people also want a governor ~~o is 
willing to listen to the ideas of others, so that the needs of citizens 
. can be met with the resources available to us." . 
Downing, a 46 year old Salem resident, has been~ senator smce 
1971 and is chairman of the Ways and Means Committee. 
Downing joins Littleton resident Hugh Gallen in the race for the 
· Democratic nomination. 
Dole in the Granite State 
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Students have friend 
in judicial system 
By Jane Gibson 
Any student required to ap-
pear before one of the four 
judicial boards on campus this 
semester will be counseled by 
another student instead of a pro-
fessional staff member from the 
Dean of Students office. That 
student is senior Tom Wilkinson, 
political science major and for-
mer member of the judicial 
board. 
Wilkinson, appointed in 
January, will administer the 
University Judicial program for 
the remainder of the semester, 
according to Bill Kidder, acting 
Dean of Students since Jane 
Newman's resignation in 
December. 
Wilkinson's appointment to this 
position is part of a much larger 
experimental program initiated 
by the Dean of Students office 
this semester, according to Kid-
der. 
The program has been in-
stituted by the Dean of .Students 
office in order to involve students . 
in the operating of the office 
during the interim and to help 
with the mvriad of duties of the 
office until a new Dean of Stu- -
dents can be found, he said. 
Wilkinson, a honor student and 
a staff writer for the university's 
law periodical Juris Quaesitor, 
said he speaks with all the 
students who go before judicial 
boards. 
The purpose of this is to help 
them be at ease, to know their 
rights, and to dispel any miscon-
ceptions they may have about the 
university judical process, he 
said. 
So far this semester, Wilkinson 
said he has met with ap-
proximately a dozen students 
prior to their appearances before 
judicial boards. 
Not only does he meet with all 
students, Wilkinson also meets 
with all persons bringing 
charges. · 
He said he informs the students 
they can bring witnesses, · tells 
them about the different pleas 
they may make and that they 
can appeal any decision. But, 
most importantly, "I let them 
know that I will be at the 
hearing," he said. · 
"I am an informational resource ' 
for every person involved," he ~ 
said. 
'' At first there was concern 
with bringing judicial matters to 
a student," said Robert Gallo, ac-
ting Associate Dean of Students, 
''but it seems to be working out 
fine. Tom is highly competent. ·· 
"He is sensitive to the feelings 
of the students and their con-
fusions and helps them deal with 
that" he said. "You have to have 
the ~bility to make people com-
fortable in your presence so they 
will confide in you." 
"I want the students to be fully 
aware of what judicial boards 
mean·, how they can prepare for 
their hearing and how to best 
present their case in a fair and 
logical way,'' said Wilkinson. 
The UNH judicial system is 
made up of three area boards and 
a University board, said Wilkin-
son. 
Each of the area boards is 
made up of _four students from 
that area ~nd one faculty mem-
Tom Wilkinson . 
her. The University board con-
sists of four students and three 
faculty members, he said. 
According to Wilkinson, the 
judicial areas are broken down 
following residential areas, plus 
the University Board which 
covers Babcock Hall, the frater-
nities and sororities and any in-
fractions occurring in any other ( 
University buildings and Forest 
Park, as well as more serious in-
cidents and those incidents oc-
curring off campus. 
The most serious penalty that 
can be handed down by ari area 
board, according to Wilkinson, is 
eviction from the residence hall. 
"Their general concern is with 
the violation of dorm policies.'' 
The University Board, he said, 
can enforce all the same 
penalties that the area boards 
can, he said, but it can also 
suspend or dismiss students from 
the University. 
· JUDICIAL BOARDS, page 14 Sen. Robert Dole CR-Kansas) was in Manchester over the 
weekend to meet with fellow-conservative Gov. Meldrim Thom-
~on ~nd members of the state's Reoublican party. 
Dole, who ran unsuccessfully as the GOP vice presidential can-
didate in 1976, told his audience of GOP supporters that he hasn't 
yet made up his mind about running for president in 1980, but that 
he may make a decision next year. 
Dole did say that he would not seek the nomination if former 
President Gerald Ford runs because he and Ford ''feel pretty 
much the same way about Governor (Ronald) Regan." 
Library temperatures too high; 
inadequate ventilation blamed 
Ford had said that he will run for the presidency in 1980 if 
necessary to block a Regan bid. . 
However, Dole did announce the formation of a fund raising 
committee, becoming the fourth potential 1980 Republican 
presidential candidate to start building a financial base. 
Ronald Regan, George Bush, and John Conally and now Dole 
have all said that their fund raising committees were not 
necessarily aimed at launching a presidential campaign but 
rather to assist Republican candidates at all levels in 1980. 
Ronald Regan's former political manager John Sears is a mem-
ber of the advisory board of Dole's "Campaign America" funding 
drive. 
Technology survey 
Scientific research and technological advancement are seen as 
mixed blessings in American society, according to the results of a 
recently released Harris survey. 
Ninety-two percent of Americans feel research is necessary "to 
keep the country prosperous" the survey rE:sults said. But 65 per-
' cent feel it "makes people want to acqmre more possessions 
rather than enjoying nonmaterial experiences." _ 
Fifty-six percent of those surveyed said technology and research 
''makes everything bigger and more impersonal.'' 
The survey; \vhich was based otrthe reactions· of 1520 adults 
nationwide, showed most people view technology and research as 
a means to a better quality of life, and not necessarily as a way to 
acquire more po~essions. 
For example, 69 percent said technology is "the only way to 
clean up our air and water pollution." · 
Students less radical 
College students are becoming less radical and increasingly 
materialistic these days, according to a nationwide survey 
of about 200 000 freshmen. • 
Students 'wanting to be "very well off financially" rose to 
58.2 percent in the 1977 poll, an increase from 40.1 percent 
in 1967. 
Students' principal reason to attend college is "to be able 
to make more money," which rose from 49.9 percent in 1971 
to 62.1 percent in this survey. 
The survey also indicated this year's freshmen are among 
the staunchest supporters of President Carter's energy program. 
Environmental pollution and consumer protection were also the 
major national issues for most stude:qts. 
The survey also indicated that more than half of the freshmen 
supported the legalization of marijuana. 
The weather 
By Laura Locke ago, from November 1 to April 1, 
in order to save money and energy. · Dimond Library's uncomfortably 
high temperatures are due to 
heat generated by the fluorescent 
lighting system and body heat, 
according to associate director of 
Physical Plant Operations and 
Maintenance Patrick Miller. 
"Our major problem," Miller 
explained, ''is not that we turn 
the thermostats up too high, but 
that we don't turn the air con-
ditioning on at all during the win-
ter months. We are saving energy, 
not wasting it as many students 
believe." 
Miller denied that the library's 
thermostats are set too high. Be-
cause the air conditioning system Miller's statement came as a 
response to a _stud~_p.t's request 
to turn down the library's heating 
system and save fue1 by "keeping 
the building at least five degrees 
cooler during the winter,'' which 
would better insure "the comfort 
and alertness of library users." 
is shut off during the winter there 
is no way to ventilate the bujlding 
when temperatures are uµcom-
fortably high, he said. 
Miller, who has received "about 
a dozen complaints" concerning 
the library's high temperatures, 
said that the service department 
began turning off the library air 
conditioning system three years 
"The heated atmosphere is not 
conducive to studying,'' said soph-
. omore zoology major Mar~ Lyford, 
r 
Dirty water ... again 
Durham's faucets ran grey Sunday due to treatment plant 
complications Saturday and a water main break on Madbury 
Road early Sunday morning. 
Michael McCabe, lab technician at the University Water 
Treatment plant, said that a line leading to the alum feed 
pump became blocked Saturday night, eliminating the chemical 
from the treatment process. Alum prevents water discoloration 
by removing the sediment and impurities, explained McCabe. 
The . blockage was corrected at abo-ut 11 p.m. Saturday 
according to Patrick 1VIi11er, ·associate airector of Physical 
Plant Operations and Maintenance. , 
Miller said, "We have no way of knowing how many people 
were affected by the discoloration except by how many com-
plaints we receive by phone. Generally, though, I'd say that 
the whole campus was affected by it." 
Contributing to the discoloration problem was the rupture of 
a section of water main opposite St. Thomas More ! church at 
1 a.m. Sunday. 
Public Works officials said they had not yet determined the 
cause of the break. . 
Durham Planning Board Assistant David Littlefield said the 
water supplying Durham from the Post Office to Woodman 
Road was shut off temporarily while the burst section of pipe 
was being replaced. 
According to Littlefield, a certain amount of sediment was dis-
The weather this afternoon will be mostly sunny, changing to I tributed during replacement, causing some discoloration of Dur-
cloudy with a chance of light snow in the evening and overnight, ham's water. 
according to the Nat1onal Weather Service in Concqrd. Below-zero temperatures caused a breakage in the alum line 
Wednesday will be cloudy with a chance of sn~w. Te~pera- two weeks ago, resulting in widespread brown water throughout 
tures will stay near 30 during the day and agam drop mto the Durham 
teens overnight. The grey water discouraged drinking and bathing for many un-
1.., ______________________ __, ' 1.. til late Sundav afternoon. _.. 
who said that he studies in the 
library "at least six times a 
week." 
"Ninety percent of the time . 
the temperature is above 70 de-
grees," he said. 
"It's a question of people being 
tm00mfortable from being hot versus 
spending thousands of dollars on 
energy," Miller explained. 
The library's retention of heat 
is caused by the building's large 
size and inadequate ventilation 
system, Miller said. He explained 
that in a large building such as 
the library, heat is not lost through 
the walls as fast as it builds up 
in the center of the 'room. While 
the temperatures are greatest in 
this area, those near the walls 
are usually much cooler. 
"If we satisfy temperatures in 
the middle of the room, the areas 
next to the walls are too cold," 
Miller continued. ''In order to 
make temperatures uniform we 
would have to air condition the 
middle of the room and heat the 
areas next to the walls." 
Betty Hepler, Librarian in charge 
of the Loan Department, said that 
she is not bothered by the heat 
because her office is not located 
in the center of the building. 
"In many rooms, such as the 
Oitalog Department, it is extremely 
cold," Hepler said. "Because the 
heat doesn't reach these closed 
off rooms, the people working in 
them must wear heavy sweaters 
and jackets.'' 
One possible solution to the heat 
problem would be to modify the 
ventilation system, said Miller. 
But according to a study completed 
last summer, a modern energy-
conserving system would cost ap- . 
proximately $90,000. The system 
would circulate the heat ln the 
middle of the room to areas where 
it is needed, Miller said. 
According to Miller, the Univer-
sity saves $8000 a year by turning 
the air conditioning off for five 
months. 
"It's a tough decision," he said. 
"If having the library cooler is 
worth $8000 more per year, we'll 
do it, but it will show up in 
students' tuitions. It's to the stu-
.dent's advantage to tolerate library 
temperatures." 
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Special meeting tomorrow 
Caucus passes four SAT budgets 
By Tom Lynch'\._ Ac~ording to Student Body Clark then suggested a thorough 
The Student Caucus passed the President Peter Tandy, students search for other firms claiming 
1978-79 budgets of five student are presently served by the firm that her office had ' received 
organizations which receive fun- of Barrett and McNeill of numer.ous complaints from 
ding through_ the Student Activity Durham. Tandy said Student students about Barrett and Mc-
Tax (SAT) during its meeting Government is currently looking Neill, ranging from inconvenient 
Sunday night. into alternative sources of legal office hours to insufficient legal 
The budgets of The Granite, aid for UNH services. advice. · 
Student Press, Student Govern- Barrett and McNeill have set a 
. meJ!t, T'1.e N~¼! _Ha,p.pshire, and fee of $18,000 for the renewal of 
the Women's Center all were their contract with the students, 
passed unanimously by the said Student Government 
Caucus. treasurer Dick Vantine. "If we 
Tfiree of the five organizations c~n find a firm for less," he said, 
. have budgeted for increases in "we'll have that much money to 
SAT funding. The Granite play around with." 
. requested an •increase of $2,719: Becky Clark, a student af-
Student Press budgeted an ad- filiated with the Office of Off-
ditional $1,320 and the Women's · Campus Housing, said she didn't 
Center asked for an additional know how, if some other firm 
$609. were contracted with, the 
The New Hampshire's funding remainder of the funds ear-
remained unchanged,. while marked for legal aid could be left 
Student Government cut $900. to "play around with" . . . 
The longest discussion of the Vantine said Student Govern-
session came as a result of the ment must budget the $18,000 
budget proposed by Student figure, "to protect" our.~elves" in 
Government. Th~ budget came the event that Barrett and McNeill 
under fire from students con- is rehired. If not, he said, the 
cerned about an $18,000 entry under remail'lder of the funds would go 
the heading of J.te~al Services. into reserves. 
Vice President for Commuter 
Affairs Jay B~ckingham, 
. speaking for Student Govern-
ment, said the organization had 
not received any critical com-
ments from students in regard to 
the firm. 
• Before voting on the Student 
Government, the Caucus passed 
. a motion to increase the allot-
. ment for Commuter Affairs to 
$250 on a 12-5 show of hands. 
In other action, the Caucus 
tabled, for further discussion, th~ 
budgets of the remaining four 
SAT-furided organizations--
Memorial Union Student 
Organization, Student Video 
Tape, SCOPE and WUNH-FM. 
Final action on these budgets w.m 
be taken in a soecial Caucus 
. meeting tomorrow ajght at ~: 30_. 
The New Faculty-Center on Garrison Avenue opened yesterday. Shown above are waiter Ken 
McGee, waitress Kim Bernard, interior designer Annettte Tischler and operations manager 
Mary Sh~rwood. (Jerry Naples photo) 
New UNH Faculty €enter open 
By Laura Locke 
The Faculty Center on Garrison 
A venue opened yesterday for all 
faculty and staff members, ac-. 
cording to Mary Sherwood, senior 
hotel administration major and·· 
business manager of the center. 
The center was opened last 
Friday to "specially invited Uni-
versity guests and administrators,'' 
Sherwood said. The official grand 
opening was held off until yesterday. 
The new center, located in the 
former Grant House, was con-
ceptualized and designed last year, 
Work Control Coordinator Peter 
Ohlenbush said. Physical renova-
tions of the building's interior,. 
including carpentry, plumbing,-
electrical wiring and painting began 
last summer. Many of the needed 
repairs have not yet been com-
pleted. 
·· ·Eric Orkin, hotel ad-
ministration professor and mem-
ber of the faculty committee in 
charge of the center, said the 
committee's budget for 
renovation was $35,000. All of the 
money, Orkin said, is in bank 
loans with the exception of a 
. $10,000 gr~~t from th~---1-Jn-
designated Gifts Committee of 
the Alumni Associatio·n. 
The center is projected to offset 
its costs through membership 
' dues and revenue obtained from 
meal and beverage profits, Orkin 
said. The membership dues vary 
depending on the faculty or PAT 
member's rank. 
. According to Orkin, next year a 
full professor will be required to 
pay approxim~tely $45_ a year for 
membership while an instruc-
tor's admission cfiafge will run 
about $15 less. This year, due to 
the center's latEi opening, all 
faculty and PAT staff who want 
to become members will be billed 
$10, Orkin said. 
The center will be open Monday 
through Friday from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. for a buffet style lunch. A 
~ounge, located on the second 
Joor, will be open to the faculty, 
PAT staff, and their J:?:uests from 
t1 a.m. to 10 p.m. during the 
week. 
=ACUL TY CENTER, paQe 5 
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How the SAT groups 
prepare their budgets 
! The passage of the oudgets of Student Activity Tax (SAT) funded 
1 organizations by Student Caucus is the culmination of months 
' of effort by individuals in each organization. 
After the concept of each SAT group is passed by the Caucus 
' (usually in early January) the individual business managers 
· review past budgets and current expenses to determine what, if 
I any, changes are to be made. 
Each group must pass a budget through the Bureau of the 
Budget (BOB), which is comprised of representatives from all 
nine SAT groups and representatives from the Associated 
Students' Organization. 
· The BOB has amendment power over the individual budgets . 
, Any amendments may be overturned by the full, 24-member 
Student Caucus. 
, After passing through the BOB, the individual budgets are 
' reviewed by a six member Hearing Committee. This committee 
is composed of Student Caucus members. Non-binding recom-
mendations are presented to the full Caucus by this panel. 
' The prepared budget is debated by the full Caucus twice. After 
' preliminary .discussion, each budget is tabled for one week, 
'. allowing ample time to answer any q4estions or smooth out any 
oroblems. 
. Student Caucus is charged with the responsibility of allotting 
SAT funds by the University System Board of Trustees. Last 
year, the SAT tax was $23 per student; Student Caucus Chairman 
Wayne Ferguson estimates next year's tax to be somewhere near 
J24. . 
Inf oswitch is saving 
$13,000 each month 
~yJJrian .~raley . . 
. T~e !.~J,~ho._ne system, which was installed campus-wide last-
Noveinber 7s saving the University $13,000 per month, according 
to Facilities Planner Kimball Sprague. · 
Most University Department spokesmen agree that the high 
rate of abuse which plagued the former WATS (Wide Area Tele-
phone Service) system has been curtailed through the new 
system. 
Sprague demonstrated the before-and-after result of WATS line 
use by comparing last March's 5,200 long distance calls to this 
January's 2,900 calls. 
There also was a marked decrease in the average length of 
: calls between the two months. Last March the average call was 6.1 
mmutes.· January 's average caIJ was :l.H mmutes. · -
' The WATS lines accommodated nearly all UNH faculty, staff, 
and student organizations. In the past, use of the lines was, by im-
pression, open to all who could dial a phone. Billing was handled ' 
by the University each semester. The result was a monthly bill 
for the University such as $35,576 for last May, said Sprague. Un-
der the new system, each organlzation or department pays its 
real cost of service, he said. . . 
Infoswitch employs a four digit identification number, which 
allows the main computer to bill each individual for each call. 
This more em.~1ent system has forced each user to pay a tnll on 
a per-call basis. "The resun has been a high bill ·for· most ~tudent 
organizations," according to Wayne Gerry, ASO (Associated Stu-
dent Organization) business manager. "Most bills have 
doubled," he said. 
MUSO (Memorial Union Student Organization), for example, 
payed a monthly bill last year of roughly $55. Under Infoswitch, 
MUSO is paying a monthly bill of $140 to $150, said Gerry. 
The New Hampshire is expected to receive a $1250 increase 
on this year's bill, said business manager Chris Dobbrow. 
Under the Infoswitch system, a caller must dial three opening 
digits to connect into the computer. Then the four digit identifica-
tion number is dialed. The area code and the number bring the 
total numbers dialed to 17. 
Professor Cecil Schneer, of the Earth Science Dept., says that 
he "dislikes the dialing of 17 numbers for every call, but the 
ability to connect a call on the first try is a tremendous advantage 
with the new system.'' 
Sylvia Stimpson, secretary in the Media Services Dept., says 
her only complaint about the new syst~m is · "having to dial all 
those numbers." · 
The Infoswitch system is "98 per cent efficient" in getting calls 
through, according to Sprague. He said it is a large improvement 
over the old system. · 
Many factors contribute to poor reading, writing skills 
By Paul Keegan 
The reasons for the recent 
decline of college students' 
ability to read and write vary 
from lower academic standards 
in high schools, new forms of 
communication and technology 
t_o a general "lack of respect for 
the written word," according to 
UNH professor Lewis Goffe. 
"You can't point' to one thing 
and say, 'This is it'. There are 
hundreds of reasons," said Goffe, 
who has taught at the University 
for 33 years. 
"There is a greater percentage 
_ of high school stu<!ents that are 
, " ... lack of respect for the 
wri~en world." 
i Prof. Lewis Goffe 
less well prepared," said Goffe. 
"Students come here with less 
grammar." 
But Goffee, who teaches 
grammar at UNH, doesn't think 
grammar is the most important 
part of the problem. 
"A knowledge of grammar is not 
essential, though it helps," said 
Goffe. "Students don't have the 
ability to say what they mean as 
much anymore. They don't have 
to put it down in standard English 
form. 
"I presume that there are 
many forces here," the white 
haired Goffe said, adjusting his 
wire-rimmed glasses. "We are 
living in a post-literate society in 
which the written word is no 
longer as important as it once 
was. I attribute this to technology 
and the substituting of other forms 
of communications-pictures and 
advertisements, in both the news 
and TV. 
"And the fact that people no 
longer read for pleasure as much 
as they once did. They no longer 
write as much as they used to--
now you can always use the 
, telephone," he said. 
Goffe also blamed the adver-
tising industry, which, he says, 
"tends to use words for specific 
purposes regardless of what the 
words mean. Tliey make up words 
and misuse words. For exam-
P.le I saw an ·ad ·where the word 
monogram' was used to mean a 
ENGLISH, _page 14 
" ... haven't been many people 
:who have written well..." 
Prof. Donald Murray 
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
AVAILABLE 
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE 
The Blue Chip Company 
Students For Gallen organize 
since 1846 
Phone: 
PAUL B. ALLEN UNH '58 
Dover 7 42-1642 
W. JOHN LEVERIDGE CCU 
Manchester 623-7236 
By Jayne Sears 
A group of 10 UNH students 
have formed an organization in 
support of Hugh Gallen's 
nomination as a Democratic can-
didate for governor. 
The group, known as "Students 
for Gallen and a Better New 
Hampshire," hope to take their 
. candidate through a victorious 
gubernatorial election against 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson next fall . 
' 'We have an interest in what 
this state will be like after we 
graduate," said group member 
CAREER&COUNTRY 
GAIN A REWARDING PROFESSIONAL CAREER 
WHILE YOU SERVE YOUR COUNTRY 
The Navy offers challenging Special Tra ining Programs and Scholarships 
that can change your entire outlook on life. Current openings include: 
•ENGINEERING •BUSINESS MANAGEMENT •MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
•AVIATION •SURFACE LINE eAND OTHERS 
Interviews by appointment on campus Mar. 2 . See your Career 
Placement Officer for additional information. -
For additional information call ( 617) 223-6216 or write to Navy Officer 
Programs, NRD Boston, 575 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139 
and Rochester State Represen-
tative Jim Burchell. 
"I'm excited about the 
prospects of students taking this 
on themselves and showing their 
concern for the state and getting 
involved with the political 
process, '' said Gallen. 
"I consider any young people ' 
who are concerned with the state 
and take the initiative to start 
something like this very impor-
tant," said Gallen. 
According to the group 's 
spokesman Jeff Straw, most 
"group members had been plan-
ning to support a candidate. The 
only way to get rid of Thomson is 
to put your energies into it to get 
him out of office." 
Burchell said the group plans to 
hold meetings in dorms to reach 
resident students and hold 
separate meetings f.or com-
muters. 
He said the goals of the group 
are to "spread awareness of the 
issues and inform people about 
Gallen as a candidate and the 
change of leadership we need. 
"Our second goal is to have 
direct contact with students and 
help them with voter information 
and registration. We want to find 
possible workers to help with the 
campaign in their home towns 
and during the summer,'' said 
Burchell. 
Burchell said he thought the 
group would have a "great deal" 
of impact in the campaign. 
"There are a lot of New Ham-
pshire students at UNH who can 
go home and talk to their parents 
and friends who don't go to school 
here,' ' said Burchell. 
"Our biggest problem now is 
that Hugh Gallen isn't getting the 
publicity we had hoped he would 
be getting," said Straw. 
"We're waiting for him to get 
out and get more publicity," said 
Straw. "I feel the impetus has to 
come from the campaign of the 
candidate before we can have 
any great impact. " . 
Gallen ran for the Democratic 
nomination twice before but 
never won the primary. 
''We feel he can this time,'' said 
Burchell. "The Democratic 
leaders have come to his support 
both financially and 
organizationally. 
"He's committed to winning 
the primary this time. Once he 
wins it, he'll have the chance to 
go against Thomson. Thomson is 
not unbeatable," said Burchell. 
"I've been active in state 
government and I feel New Ham-
pshire has a great deal of poten-
tial. Thomson has destroyed this 
potential. Now we need a leader 
and that's Hugh Gallen," said 
Burchell. 
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Folk & Blues Legend 
DAVE VAN RONK 
PLUS: Bill Morrissey 
Friday & Saturday 
March3&4 




Su ested Donation 83.50 
r·---· .. Ro·oM .. DRAW ... ;7s ........... -, 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
i APPLICATIONS FOR ON-CAMPUS HOUSING FOR i 
i SEMESTER I 1978-79 WILL BE ACCEPTED IN TIIE OFFICE i 
i OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE STOKE HALL. STUDENTS t 
♦ ♦ 
t CURRENTLY LIVING IN UNH RESIDENCE HALLS ARE t 
i ASKED TO APPLY IN THE ORDER OF THE BEGINNING i 
i LETTER OF THEIR LAST NAME. i 
♦ ♦ 
-i♦ ON CAMPUS STUDENTS Ol'jL Y: i 
MARCH 27 - MONDAY - 8:30 ~ 4:00 LAST NAME BEGINS WITH A - E ♦ 
: MARCH ·2s - TUESDAY - 8:30 - 4~00. LAST NAME BEGINS WITH F - K t 
: MARCH 29 - WEDNESDAY - 8:30 - 4~00 LAST NAME BEGINS WITH L - Q t 
: MARCH 30 - THURSDAY - 8:30 - 4~00 LAST NAME BEGINS WITH R - Z i 
♦ ♦ 




i A $50 APPLICATION FEE i 
i MUST BE PAID WHEN YOU APPLY i 
♦ ♦ i QUESTIONS CONCERNING ROOM DRAW '78 · i 
: CAN BE DIRECTED TO THE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL : 
♦ ♦ 
: LIFE OR YOUR HEAD RESIDENT t. 




continued from page 3 
The meals, which are prepared 
by Hotel Administration 667 
students and a full-time chef, will 
change every day. According to 
Orkin, regulars on the menu in-
clude a salad bar, two hot en-
trees, an egg dish such as quiche 
or an omelette, two kinds of soup, 
and a special dessert. 
''While the price is like the 
MUB's," Orkin explained, "the 
presentation of the foods will be 
much more elegant. A tuna sand-
wich at the MUB1s a 'tuna . 
mousse' at the Faculty Center. 
The key is on presentation.'' 
University President Eugene 
Mills believes the faculty has 
wanted a center ever since the 
old one was abolished in the early 
1950s. President Mills said he 
was "delighted" with the project 
and he thoughtit would "do much 
for faculty relationships. 
''Most institutions of this 
quality do have some kind of 
faculty center," Mills said. "I 
think it's a great experiment and 
I'm delighted that we were able 
to throw this open for a 
possibility." 
- Orkin ·said one misconception 
r.oncerning the center is that it 
will be strictly a social club. 
"There is so much I can learn 
from meeting other faculty and 
PAT members," he said. "An in-
credible amount of growth can 
take place." 
Evelyn Browne, a 30-year 
professor of Physical Education, 
said that in the 1940s and 50S, she 
attended the faculty dining room 
located in Huddleston Hall. The 
room, she said, was reconstruc-
ted into a Dean's office in the late 
1950s and the faculty was moved 
to the old Trophy room on the bot-
tom of Huddleston. In the early 
1960s the dining room was aban-
doned because of the greater 
demand for student eating space. 
Browne said the most 
beneficial aspect of a center for 
faculty members js the cross-
disciplinary function. "I used to 
like to go down to talk with 
faculty from other disciplines 
because I would learn something,'' 
sne sa1.ct. "Many of my most en-
dearing friendships at the 
University were made this way." 
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UNHSENIORS 
Please compare 
before you buy your 
Life Insurance. 
• 
C.Onnccticut Mutual Ufe 1NsuuNa cOMPANY 
The Blue Chip Company, Since 1846 
Paul B. Allen 
48 Bellamy Road 
Dover, New Hampshire 03820 
Telephone: 742-1642 
BODY&SOLE 
42 Main St. Durham, N.H. 
Continued Winter Clearance 
Men's Chambray Shirts 
Men's& Women's T-Necks 
Nickels' Women's Oogs 
Krone Women's Oosed Oog, 




Many New lterM for Spring . & Summer:· 
Tube Tops 
. Women's Khaki Hats 












Come In & See Our 
T-Shirt Transter Machine 
&:,8.-2301 
THE GRANITE 
The ·Yearbook Organization is now accepting 
applications for its 1978-79 staff. 
These are P Alp positions: 









and more ... 
* Make Publishing and Business Contacts 
* Gain exciting experience injournalism 
* Possible academic internships 
A progressive student organization today! 
Applications and more information in 
the Granite Office, Room 125 of the Mub. 
Call 862-1280 for futher information. 
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ampus calenda 
TUESDAY, February 28 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Titan." A film 
on the life and works of Michelangelo. Richards Auditorium, 
Murkland Hall, 11 a.m. 
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT SEMINAR: "Industrial Chem-
icals from Natural Gas," Alexander Maclean, Retired 
Chemist (UNH, 1937). Room L-103, Parsons Hall, 11-12 noon. 
UNDERGRADUATE HISTORY COIMMITfEE PRESENTATION: 
"Israel Today: The Prospects for Peace," Professor Harvard 
Sitkoff. Social Science Center, Room 204, from 12:40-2 p.m. 
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM: "Electron Scattering from Argon 
Isotopes," Dr. J. Finn, LSU. Howes Auditorium, DeMeritt 
Hall, 2-3 p.m. 
ESTUARINE DYNAMICS GROUP SEMINAR: "Numerical 
Investigations into the Physical Parameters Responsible 
for Residual Drift in Long Island Sound," Donald L. 
Murphy, U.S. Coast Guard Research and Development 
Unit, Groton, CT. Room 125, James Hall, 4-5 p.m. 
INTEGRITY CLUB TALK: "The Excitement of Daily Living." 
Room 19, Hamilton-Smith Hall, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Closed. 
· · UNH FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT: Memorial Union Games 
: Area, 7p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, March 1 
LINGUISTICS LECTURE SERIES: "Children's Writing," 
, 
1 
Don Graves, Education Department. Room 201, Murkland 
, Hall, 4:30 p.m. 
· j MEN'S WRESTLING: Maine, Lundholm Gymnasium, 
l 7p.m. 
1 MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m. 
UNH FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT: Memorial Union Games 
Area, 7p.m. 
THURSDAY, March 2 
PSYCHOLOCY DEPARTMENT COLLOQUIUM: "Question, 
. Threat, and Response Bias: On the Measurement of 
Sensitive Variables in Questionnaire Research," Norman NJ.. 
. Bradburn, University of Chicago and National Opinion 
. Research Center. Forum Room, Library, 12:40-2 p.m . . 
WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK: UNH hosts Bates, North-
eastern, and Boston University. Paul Sweet Oval, Field 
House, 3 p.m. 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Geophysical Study of 
Southeastern New Hampshire Drumlins," Dr. Francis S. 
Birch, Earth Sciences Department. And, "Zircon Data 
from Northeastern Massachusetts," Dr. William Olszewski, 
Research Associate, Earth Sciences-Department. Room 303, 
James Hall, 4-5 p.m. 
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM: "Did Viking' Find Life on Mars?" 
' Dr. Gerald Soffen, Director, Viking Project to Mars. 
Howes Auditorium, DeMeritt Hall, 4-5 p.111. 
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "The Three Musketeers," starring ' 
Oliver Reed, Raquel Welch, and Richard Chamberlain. 
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p .m. 
Admission 75c or MUSO Film Pass. 
i MUB PUB: Folk, 8 p.m. 
FRIDAY, March 3 
j RFSIDFNCE HAI1.S ODSE AT 7 P.M. FOR SPRING RECESS. 
MUB PUB: Closed for Spring Break. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semiweekly through-
out the academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial Union 
BuiJQing, Ilur~am, _N.H. 03824. Business office ltm. _108. Business. hours...-.. 
rz'iies<lay, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Deadlines • 
for aas tor Tuesctay·s puoncauon, 14naay at 2 p.m. ana .ttnaay·s puo11ca-
tion, Wednesday at 2 p.m. Yearly subscription $9.00 Second class postage 
paid at Durham, N.H. Total numbers of copies printed 10,500 at Castle 
_ P~~~ication, Plaistow, N .H. 
Whitehouse-Opticians, Inc. . 
Complete Eyeglass Senice 
prescriptions filled, duplicated 
frames repaired - sungl~ses · 
Take the UNH Kari-,·an to D6ver Drug Building 
6_ Broadway, Dover 7 42-1744 / ______ _______________ .... 
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GENERAL 
WSBE LUNCH TABLE: Great opportunity to meet 
and have lunch with WSBE professors on an informal 
basis. Weekly, every Thursday, from 12:30-2 p.m. 
in the Durham Room, MUB cafeteria. Sponsored by 
Psi-Epsilon. · 
DINING HALL INFORMATION: Philbrook Dining Hall's 
"Philling Station" will not reopen after the spring 
break. After the break, students eating in the dining 
halls will be participating in a test involving self-service 
of hot vegetables. Meal service hours and locations 
for Fr:iday, March 3 will be as follows : Regular 
breakfast: 7-9 a. m., Philbrook and Stillings; continental 
breakfast: 9-11:30 a.m., Philbrook and Stillings; bag-a-
lunch, closed; lunch: 11:15 a.m. -1:15 p.m., Philbrook 
only; lunch: 10:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m., Huddleston only; 
dinner: 4:30-5:30 p.m., Huddleston only. 
CLASS RING SALES: Last chance for seniors to 
purchase their class rings. Available in a wide variety 
o styles and price ranges. Wednesday, March 1, from 
11 a.IJ;i.-1 p.m., and Thursday, March 2, from 12 noon-
2'p.m.·. Memorial Union lobby. Sponsored by Senior Key. 
EVENING DISaN,ION GROUP FOR UNDERGRADUATE 
WOMEN: Thursday, March 2, Dean of Students Office, 
Huddleston Hall, 7 p.m. Refreshments will be served; 
all women students are welcome. 
SPANISH DEPARTMENT TRIP: "Man of La Mancha," 
the musical play based on Don Quixote, will.be presented 
in Manchester, on Saturday, March 18. Ticket and 
transportation $4.50. Bus leaves from T-Hall at 4 p.m. 
and return,s around 9:30 p.m. For information contact, 
Helen Evans, at 2-1218. 
ACADEMIC 
COMPUTER SERVICES USERS MEETING: Thursday, 
March 2, Room 13, Library, 2:3()-4 p.m. · 
TAU BETA PI TUTORIAL SESSIONS: Open to any 
.student who needs help in engineering, basic math, 
or bas_ic science courses. Weekly, every Tuesday, Room 
221, Kmgsbury Hall, '7-9p.m. 
ROI'ARY FOUNDATION AWARDS FOR INIERNATIONAL 
?UNDERSTANDING for 1979-80 are now being accepted 
for all undergraduate and graduate students. Please 
pick up application information from the Advising Center 
Murkland Hall, before March 1, 1978. ' 
CAREER 
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Series 3 Module D: 
Locating Occupational Information. Tuesday: February 
28, Personal Development Mini Dorm, 7-9 p.m. 
CAREER EXP~ORATION WORKSHOP: Series 2, 
~odule F: Special Info-Women. Thursday, March 2, 
Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 10-11:30 a.m. '. 
TEACHING CAREERS DROP-IN: Discuss careers in · 
th~ _field . of education, teaching, counseling, and ad- 1 
m1mstrahon. Career Planning and Placement, 203 Hud-
dleston, Wednesday, March 1, at 6:30 p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
NHOC BLUE CIRCLE MEETING: Tuesday, February 
28, Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union 7 pm 
All interested members welcome. ' · · 
TESSERACT SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY: Meeting, 
Tuesday, February 28, Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 
8-lOp.m. 
NE\Y. CLUB ON CAMPUS: "Well-Being" deals with 
nutritional awarene~s, physical fitness, stress manage- _ 
ment! natural healmg methods, etc. Organizational 
me_etmg, Thursday, March 2, Grafton Room, Memorial 
Umon, 8 p.m. Everyone welcome. 
SIMULATION GAMES: Meeting, Wednesday, March 1, 
Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 5 p.m. Everyone 
welcome. - I 
·--,; 
Rugby Club Meeting Wed. Marchi, 7 p.m. Rockingham 
Room in the MUB. Final details on trip to Wash. D.C. 
ecause of an increase in the volume of notices; ,The Ne~ Hampshire will print each item only. 
nee _on the_ date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar· information to the Admin-
trahon offic~, Room ~22, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m. 
hursday for the followmg Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be direct-
rt to The New Hampshire staff · 
Adn1issions criteria raised 
ADMISSIONS selors and stating in our litera-
continued from page 1 ture that we want better 
According to Savage, another academic ba~kground from our 
factor of the higher caliber fresh- applicants, college-bound students 
·men is the increased pressure on are taking better courses," she 
· secondary education as a result said. 
of the decreasing Scholastic Apti- Savage said finances are a pro-
tude Test (SAT) scores. bable factor for top New Hamp-
"The College Board completed shire high school students coming 
an extensive study on the decline to UNH. 
of the SAT scores. They found "A number of students would 
that' high school curricula like to go to a private liberal arts 
were not as rigid as they might college but the expense is too 
be," he said. great," he said. 
Associate Director of Admis- According to Dover High 
sions Stanwood Fish said since School's Director of Guidance 
the enrollment ceiling of 10,500 Norman Gautreau, UNH receives 
had been reached, more New much of the top 25 percent of 
Hampshire students have applied Dover's high school graduating 
but the same number are ac- class. 
cepted. Fish attributes UNH's in- He said, "A lot of the reason for 
creasing popularity to New the seniors going to UNH is the 
Hampshire students to "the cost factor. They can get a 
balance of programs UNH otters.'; quality education_for a lot less 
. "There is an increased interest than if they went to a small liber-
on the part of young people to go al arts school. 
to a university with e:l variety of "The seniors seem to be better 
programs so they may enter the prepared for college. The college 
career world with a broader prep kids are taking a stiffer 
background," he said. "High course schedule," he said. 
scfiool seniors have become con- Rochester's Spaulding High 
cerned with buil~g a-broad base School guidance counselor Clair 
of education. At a university they Danvandt said, "Since UNH 
can get a liberal arts major but began limiting its freshman 
also get skills in more profession- class, the criteria for admission 
al areas such as data processing is now a 2.8 out of a 4.0 scale. 
and management." Prior to the enrollment ceiling 
Assistant Director of Ad- high school seniors could get in 
missions Martha Foley credited with a 2.5. UNH is requiring a 
the bettet quality of freshmen to · stronger college prep record." 
the "thrust for encouraging - Savage said he "hopes the 
stronger programs. . trend for stronger academ1cs--in 
"Through our communicating high school curricula con-
with high school_ guidance coun- tinues." 
The New Hampshire International 
Center (a subdivision of Child and 
Family Services of N.H.), is·holding a 
, benefit dinner and show. An eight 
course buff et with a special perform-
ance by The Boston Chinese Dance 
Breakfast Special 
Cheese & Tomato Omelet 
Vice Provost for Academic Af-
fairs David Ellis said the higher 
caliber freshmen entering UNH 
will mean an "improvement in 
academic quality and learning 
for the whole university. 
Bianco hit 
Company will be held at The House of 
Yee, 29 Stickney Ave. in Concord, 
N.H. Sunday, March 5 at 2 p.tlJ. 
Tickets are 810.00 per person. 
Children under 12 admitted for 83.50. 
Take either Rte. 4 into Concord or 
take exit 14 off of I-93 
For further information call 225-2152 · 
· UN~ Celebrity-Series 
Toast 
Tea or Coffee 
81.19 
a progr~fflof 
~ance & mime 
Thursday & Friday, March 16 & 17, 8 p.m. 
Johnson Theater, University of New Hampshire, Durham 
Tickets= $ 4 UNH students & senior citizens; $5.50 general & at door 
On sale: MUB ticket office. Mon.-Fri., 10am-4p.m.; 862-2290 
SENATE CAUCUS 
continued frqm page 1 
tial Life,'' Tandy said. 
Tandy said that there is "no 
chance" that transfer students 
will be allotted on-campus 
housing next fall. 
'' At this time, the Student 
Senate is fighting to give transfei: 
students top priority for open 
spaces in on-campus housing for 
the spring semester," he said. 
Tandy said that one of the main 
problems with the revised · 
housing priority list is the ad-
ministration's inability to inform 
transfer students that housing 
throughout the area is scarce. · 
"Students are told that the¥ 
have a possibility of on-campus. 
housing when there is no space• 




continued from page 1 
pansion. There are not enough 
bus~s to expand runs, increase 
the number of runs on existing 
routes ~r run academic char-
ters," said, Vice President of 
Commuter Affairs Jay 
Beckingham. "Unless we want to 
stifle the growth we need more 
buses. 
"There is a correlation be-
tween parking problems and the 
Kari-vari- servfce," he said. "By-
mcreasing the Kari-van service 
pressure would be taken off 
parking." 
According to Beckingham, the 
Kari-van System would have dif-
ficulties coping with their 
established system if a bus 
· broke down for an extended 
period of time. · 
The proposal will go to Direc-
tor of Physical Plant Operation 
and Maintenance (PPOM) 
Eugene Leaver and Vice Provost 
of Budget Administration Allan 
Prince for review within the next 
two weeks, according to Niese. 
From there it goes to President 
Eugene Mills's staff. · 
Prince said it is too early in the 
budgetary stage to comment on 
the possibilities of whether the 
proposal will be accepted. 
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editorial-----
Progress is essential for Parents' Week end 
What if they had a Parents' Weekend and 
nobody came? Members of the UNH community 
discovered the answer to that question last 
weekend as a token appearance of parents forced 
cancellation of many planned programs. 
On Friday, the · Division of Continuing 
Education was forced to cancel its presentation 
because of a poor turnout. Later that day, the 'Of-
fice of Student Activities cancelled a meeting be-
twe~n parents and leaders of student organizations 
when. only two parents showed up. That set the 
tone for the weekend. 
There are a few reasons the weekend flopped. 
They are reasons which can easily be dealt with, in 
order to salvage what really is a good id~a. 
First, few parents seemed interested in the 
weekend -bec~use the date is close to spring 
vacation. Those parents who might have come to 
UNH to see their sons or daughters stayed home 
since many of them will be home all next week. 
The time of year did not help. Especially after 
the crippling blizzard three weeks ago, there is lit-
tle to draw parents to campus in the middle of 
February. Time· and sunlight has melted the Win-
ter Carnival statues. The beauty that is Durham in 
the fall or the early spring is lacking this time of 
year. 
The newness of the Parents Weekend Program 
is another reason parents stayed away. Most 
parents are used to a fun time with a football game 
in sunny Durham in the fall. That one weekend 
was Parents ' Weekend. Now, there are two and 
three weekends planned throughout the year, and 
some parents may not understand what the new 
programs are meant to do. 
The Parents Association made an effort. That 
effort was appreciated by the small number of 
parents who did attend th~ weekend. After all, 
those who came were afforded that much more at-
tention. 
The concept of Parents' Weekends is a sound 
one. But a massive public relations project is 
needed if a new, revived interest is expected in the 
new and revived idea of Parents' Weekend. 
Clarification of goals and a regular schedule 
people can get used to are essential. 
It's a project which is probably worth the effort. 
Looking ahead 
On Monday and Tuesday of any new week, stu-
dents are already looking forward to the next 
weekend. This week has a special significance. 
Durham in the winter is a nice enough place, but 
everybody needs a break once in a while. 
Thoughts this Tuesday are not of Saturday 
night keg parties or of a weekend ski trip on a 
crowded slope. Thoughts today are of Fort 
Lauderdale, and Hamilton, Bermuda next week. 
And for m;i,ny, thoughts are of a gooc, long week 
of relaxation at home. 
As is to be expected, most feelings for academics 
are lost this week. The countdown began last 
week. Now, it's only three days till sunshine. Most 
books might a~ well be bound in poison ivy, the 
way some students seem to be treating them this 
r- ·- - I 1_ 11 













For most, the anticipating is deserved. We've 
been through a lot so far this semester. We've seen 
the flu hit just about every facet of University life. 
The worn-out joke, "I opened the window and in-
flew-enza" became old and worn out again. 
We battled through the worst snowstorm of the 
cen~ury, shoveling out cars, mailboxes, and fire 
hydrants. Now, it's about time for a break from 
what has become dirty, ugly snow, which all too 
often just gets in the way or closes off a perfect 
parking space. 
We suffered through the first round of tests for 
the semester, hindered by the flu and the storm. 
Schedules were thrown off, bodies were thrown 
.off. Yet, somehow we managed to get t}:irough it. 
- -
All in all, we deserve this vacation. From here 
on, things get better and better. Warm, sunny 
weather is just a few weeks away. Those all-
important tax returns will be reaching the 
mailboxes soon. For some, that means survival for 
the rest of the semester. 
For seniors, the target date of May 14, 
graduation day is getting closer and closer. That 
day has become the one and only goal for a lot of 
people. 
Enjoy the vacation, and prepare for the final 
few weeks which lie ahead. We've been through a 
lot, and there's a lot of living to look forward to. 
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To the Editor : 
I would like to thank MUSO and 
SCOPE for bringing Gil Scott-Heron, 
Brian Jackson and the Midnight Band 
to the University. By doing so, they 
brought a piece of reality to Durham. 
Jan Potter 
class of '79 
Trustees 
the University or the state. He was 
only doing his job I'm sure Jack 
Thomas probably had an order to 
write an article about New Ham-
pshire ; the trustees took their orders 
from Thomson or themselves to 
· "clean this matter up." 
I felt President Mills was correct in 
not allowing Mr. Rock access into 
Jack Thomas's classroom duri~ the 
height of the furor , for the university is 
a place to learn and live, not for 
trustees to find out whether they like a 
professor or not after one incident. 
What if President Mills had said yes to 
Rock 's request and Mr. Rock just hap-
pened to find that English 621 class 
very stimulating? Would his opinion of 
Mr. Thomas have changed? 
In conclusion, I feel anyone connec-
ted with the University should be 
allowed to sit in on a class, provided he 
has permission from the instructor or 
To the Editor: · at least states his purpose to him or 
Thomson assails Carter 
I am writing this in reply to the front h~r _beforehand. But for the trustees to 
page article in Tuesday 's paper sit m The New ~ngland Center and 
allowing trustees to be allowed to visit reenact " previously endorsed" 
cla,sses. motions to gain access to the classes, 
I expect with a university of this or ~ecide_ to raise. out-of-state tuition 
size, that very few students, unless in- agam_ wh~le meetmg some ~~turday 
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Karen Freidman 
comparable affairs, have ever met a seems quite slow. . . 
university trustee, let alone know one <:ome on trustees, mstea_d of Just 
by name er face. It is too bad that they usmg your power to do t~mgs your 
seem to be filling up space in our way, why don't you get m the ball 
newspaper week after week com- ga.r:n_e f~om the start, instead of 
plaining of how they feel they ought to wa1~mg tll the ball has already started 
be allowed to visit any class thev want. rollmg ! 
Ever since Jack Thomas's article , 
was printed, the trustees have, all of a 
sudden, desired access to classes and 
also called for his firing. Notice how 
they seemed to react after Gov. Thom-
son and The Manchester 'Onion Leader 
had made their op1mons known . 
publicly. • · 
For a trustee to want sudden access 
to a class after a degrading article had 
been written about New Hampshire by 
a certain English professor1 to me 
seems a pretty poor excuse for closer 
contact with the student body or "to 
find out what they're learning in 
Durham." - · 
Jack Thomas is also a staff reporter 
for a newspaper not connected with 
Help 
To the Editor: 
John&over 
N_!!wmarket 
Two weeks ago I received a phone 
call from Mime Kugler, a high school 
senior from Chevy Chase, Maryland. 
She asked if it would be possible for me 
to find her a room to stay in for a three 
day visit to the University. She has a 
strong interest in attending UNH next 
Sept. and wanted to see the campus 
-About· ieiiers 
The New Hampshire accepts all respo11$ible letters to the editor and 
prints them as space allows, •but can\¥)t guarantee the inclusion of any 
letter. · .• 
All letters must be-typed, double spa1.:tu ,rnd a maximum of 500 words in 
· order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing, Final decisions 
on letters are the editor's , • 
Mailletters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial 
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. 
before applying. 
Her first attempt to receive 
assistance was made by calling 
Residential Life, they referred her to 
Student Government. I'm happy to say 
that we were able to help Mime out. I 
discovered thal: Sackett House, the 
personal development mini-dorm has 
in the past, helped students in this 
situation. I had Mime call the house 
-~rilwitliout a _great deal¢ trouble she 
w~~ accommodated there for her entire 
stay. I would like to t.haiiKsacketf House 
for their generosity and good will 
shown toward Mime Kugler. 
This is one example of students 
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over. This film about · South Africa :::::f ~=·=The.:New=·Hampshire. is.:printing. these: prop~sed:budgets.:of\he· Stude~~ .Activity. Tax· fu;dedt:::: 
almost made it to UNH but was not :::::::: groups so that students may have some input into the entire budgetary process. :::::::: 
received in time. I had always heard :::::::: Any students who have questions on these budgets may air their views at the Student Caucu~ :::::::: 
that the_ South African government :::::::: meeting Sunday night in the Hillsborough-Sullivan Room of the MUB. The meeting begins at 6 p.m. :::::::: 
was racist, sure, b~t _I w_as ap~lled :::::::: These budgets will be voted on Sunday night. ~=:::::: 
, at the magnitude of mJushce depicted :::=:::: J:::::::; 
in this film. I had no idea things :::~:::: · 1::::::: 
were that bad over there. Now I feel :::::::: ::::::: 
compelled to share some of the things ::::::::: S.V.T.O. ·::::::: 
I learned. :::::::: ::::::: 
········ ··•·· In South Africa, 20 percent of the :::::::: Estimated Income 78/79 Budget Net Change ~:~:::: 
population is European white and they ;::~::: S.A.T. 8,255 -945 E::::::: 
control all of the resources _of that :::.:::: ~::::::: 
country. The blacks were given 13 ~:::::: ❖:•::: 
percent of the land to call their own :::::::: Reserves (Prior Year) -0- -300 :::::::: 
and the remaining fr7 percent of S.A. is ~::::::: ~::::::: 
reserved _for the whites and blacks 1:~:~::: Other Income -0- -200 · ~~:~:~: 
'~;i~:i !J~ft: :1:; !~; ~~e::~t8;~~~ i~i~~;~l AS.O. Loan -0- -4,000 ~~~t\ 
dard of living _on _ the planet today '::~:::: ::::=::: 
due to the exploitation of black labor. ;::::::: Total 8 255 -5,445 :•:•:•:• 
The law i~ S.A. states that n? black :::::::: ' · t;:~:;:l 
can be paid more than a white and :❖:❖ ;.:.:❖ 
that no black f-hall hold a job better ::::::~ ~~:=::: 
than unskilled laborers (Can this be ;::::::: ~=:::::: 
believed?) This is law. . ~::::::: c::::::: 
To the Editor: · , •••••· •·•· 
Having been a student at the Uni- And what. d~es apart~eid m~a~ • ~::::::: ~::::::: 
Webster's Dictionary defmes it' The :::::::: S.C.O.P.E. t❖:❖ 
versity for four years, and being an policy of strict racial separation and :::::::: ~::::::: 
avid sports fan, I have had the oppor- discrimination against the native Negroes ::~:::: E t' t d I 7 8/79 B d t N t Ch ~::::::: 
- !fh1!fictoe;'e~~--~he;e~f~ ~~~i:! · and other colored peoples as practiced :::::::: 8 ,ma e ncome u ge e ange C::::::l 
- s=-- in South Africa." Dig that! So the black :::::::: :::::::, 
and negative merit. · · . men who work in the S.A. cities are :::::=:: S.A.T. 21,271 1,780 :::::::: 
However, since I have endeavored •··· •····· 
to attend a few women's hockey team not only unable to reap the benefits :::::~: ~::::::: 
of the labor they perform but they are :❖:❖ =:•:•::: 
games of late, the most recent being kept from even basic rights such as ::=:*: :::::::: 
Feb. 25 against UConn, and because of being able to live with their wives :::::::: E:~:::: 
the tremendous attributes displayed by and families. It was quite a shock to :::::::: M U 5 0 ~::::::: 
the team members, I feel compelled me to learn something like this exists ::::~:: · · · · =:::::: 
to offer a laudatory note in their behalf. but a bigger shock was to learn that =:::=::: :=::::: 
gr~~{ a~~uo!~ ~r~~1;f;:~li~yav;s : 400 American corporations are _right ;:~:~:~: ~stimated Income 78/79 Budget Net Change ::::::: in there with the white South Africans ::•:•:•: ::::::: 
unit, (particularlyMelissa White), but exploiting the cheapest labor on the ::::::::: S.A.T. 33,044.30 6,012 .11 ::::~: 
they overtly exhibit the superb qualities planet :::::::: :::::::: 
of discipline, desire, and enthusiasm. 1 a~ outraged! And look what hap- :::::::: ::::~:: 
In short, they show exceptional char- pened at UNH when one bra~e soul :::::::: WUNH _ FM - :::::::~ 
acter. tried to tell everyone about this. The ;::::::: 1:::::.: 
Women's sports do not get the atten- papers were full of scandal for weeks · :::::::: · · . ::::::: 
tion or credibility build-up that the and new policies on classroom inter- .:::::::: . 78/79 Budget . _Net Change ::::::.: 
::r,:~~7u~~.~~Jr.;1~=~ ~~:,~:~~u~i:t~~J7~~:.~r lf-L:~'.~-~8.~0::: . .,:.i.M.:-:-%:->c w · -.---~✓dl'~~f:~@~~1~ S?-JWt❖=❖ -N:~ni~~t:~Mt~f--jl~~: 
of positive recognition. tion of this campus of being as blind . . . 
AndY Roberts and -~i norant as I . was a _week _ ~go. was made. Dover - -I tlii · ·we rriade a terrible mistake . fo>v. Thomson is getting flak from 
Apartheid 
by not recognizing what the real issue all over the world for the things he · 
was here. I would go so far as to said but I hear none from the Uni-
say that if all the students and faculty versity administration. Is your silence 
were aware of what is happening in based on ignorance or has his hold 
South Africa, they would have lauded on the purse string destroyed your 
John Kavanaugh for his courage. The sense of dignity. Where is Your integ-
· Critical 
To the Editor: 
1 might remind you of the• name 
calling and personal attacks you, Mr. 
Minigan, and other members of your 
staff made against candidate Richard 
Morrissette in the student body 
president elections, held last 
semester. 
. To the Editor: 
point is that if he had interrupted , rity? Shame on you. 
classes to announce "Nite of Sin" no 
one would have thought twice. But 
since he spoke out against Meldrim 
Thomson's racist statements, a big fuss 
I suggest The New Hampshire 
start to practice what it preaches. 
Your accusations towards Mr. Chris 
Spirou, the New Hampshire House 
Democratic leader, of name calling 
and attacking the character of a staff 
member were unfounded to say the 
least. 
There is no need to remind me: 
" ... The New Hampshire stands by 
its coverage. " But it's time The New 
Hampshire withdrew from politics 
before it digs its grave any deeper. 
I am angry as hell! I just saw the 
film "The Last Grave at Dimbaza" 
at the Portsmouth Library. I WciS bowled 
11 
The Office of Residential Life ann<'Unces -
Openings in the Position of 
RESIDENT ASSIST ANT 
Apply to Area I, II, or III 
Applications may be picked up at: 
Area I Community Desk, Stoke Hall 
Area II Community Desk, Devine Hal, 
Area Ill Community Desk, Christensen Hall · 
Office of Residential Lifer 7; Stoke Hall 
Applications are due Friday, March 3 
A minimum grade point average ·of 2.8 is 
is required for the positi 
Graduate Students are encouraged to apply. 
if there are any questions pleas_e contact 
Gigi Simeone, Area II Coordinator 
25 L Devine Hall 
862-2721 
Philip H. Norris 
Mast Rd. Durham 
Plant Science Cameron Cudhea 



































The New Ha,npshire 
is now accepting applications 
for its 1978-79 staff. 
These are PAID positions. 
For an exciting experience 
in the w~rld of journalisn1, 
coDle work with us. 





Business Manager . 
Sports Editor 
Arts Editor 
and more ..... 
, •"'' ... 
Applications may he picked up · 
in roolll 151 of the MUB 
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Jazz band swings with DeFranco 
"Jazz is a word that seems 
to confuse everyone--a lot of 
people especial1~. But aft.er 
all it's only music. It falls m-
to 'two categories; either it's 
good or it's bad. And to be 
-good, it's got to come from the 
heart." 
--Jazz pianist 
Willie "The Lion" Smith 
By Paul Keegan 
And so it ~as Sunday night. 
For more than three hours and 
nearly twenty tunes, jazz came 
from the hearts and souls of stu-
dents in the UNH jazz program, 
the Seacoast Civic Big Band and 
that master clarinetist of the Big 
Band Era, Buddy DeFranco. 
Willie "The Lion" was right. 
Anyone with a pair of ears can 
tell bad jazz. And anyone who 
could see the foot tapping and 
head swaying by the Johnson 
Theatre crowd Sunday night 
could tell that the jazz being 
played was energetic, 
professional, and okay Willie, 
goQ~-
The large crowd was treated to 
a cross-section of jazz 
arrangements all fit into the big 
band style so popular in the '30s 
and '40s. 
After the preliminary music, 
the UNH Three O'Clock Jazz 
Band was led by a man whom 
Dave Seiler, the bands' leader, 
called, "The greatest jazz 
clarinet player in the world.'' 
DeFranco strode onstage with 
his clarinet tucked under his 
arm, snapped his fingers and in-
stantly the band came alive. 
Their notes were sharp and crisp 
and soon DeFranco was floating 
along, playing "Skyliner" just 
like the good old days. 
It has been said that DeFranco 
is one of the three top clarinetists 
from the big band era, Benny 
Goodman and Artie Shaw being 
the other two. As if he were 
aware of his standing in history, 
DeFranco played Goodman and 
Shaw pieces as his next two 
songs. His style became their 
style. .. 
His lighthearted playing in 
"Swing Into Spring" was in the 
classic Goodman swing style. 
The band played softly behind 
him as his notes drifted along ef-
fortlessly. Then the big band 
swelled up loudly in unison for the 
chorus. 
"I started out playing legit," 
DeFranco told the audience 
before his next tune, "though I 
don't like to use that world. But I 
was overwhelmed by the playing 
of Benny Goodman and Artie 
Shaw and I started playing illegi-
timate jazz." 
The crowd laughed and he star-
ted in on Artie Shaw's, 
"Moonglow." 
DeFranc.o recreated a hit song 
which he soloed on while he was 
on the Tommy Dorsey band. 
DeFranco said the tune, "Opus 
One" led to his dismissal from 
the band when he refused to play 
his solo the same way on every 
appearance. "I told Tommy that 
wasn't being creative," said 
DeFranco. 
"Tommy wasn't feeling well 
that day and he whispered in my 
ear real soft, so everybody could 
hear it, that I could go be creative 
in somebody else's band.'' Again 
the audience chuckled. 
After "Opus One" and Woody 
Herman's (another clarinetist) 
The Three0'Clock Jazz Band backed excellence with excellence. (Paul Keegan photo) 
Graffiti survives 
By Glenn Wallace 
Viva Graffiti! 
Despite a recent University jan-
itorial counter-offensive to wipe 
out graffiti, the lesser art form 
lives on in men's rooms all o,·er 
campus. 
The janitors, heavily armed 
with powerful detergents and 
supgorted by Serv~ce Department 
regulars, swept clean stalls in 
most university buildings, causing 
terrible losses of valuable slogans 
and limericks. 
Hut indications are that graf-
fiti insurgents are beginning to 
turn the tide again. 
The Library, with its numerous 
floors, is the Louvre of campus 
graffiti. The theme of Library 
graffiti can be called "Close en-
counters of the Homosexual Kind." 
It is nearly all gay-orientated, 
based on the old idea that men's 
Tuesday, February 28 
WUNH 91.3 F .M. - Jazz with Gene Franceware. Gene takes 
a weekly look at Big Band Jazz. 8 p.m. 
Stone Church - Ace Beaucoup. Located in Newmarket. For 
information, call 659-6321. 
Wednesday, March 1 
WUNH F.M.:. Hockey. UNH at Brown. 7:25 p.m. 
MUB Pub - Rick Bean. 8 p.m. 
Thursday, March 2 
WUNH F.M. - Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Concerto for 
violin, E minor, opus 64 by Mendelssohn, and Symphony 
no. 4, opus 43 by Shostokavitch. 6 p.m. 
WENH, Channel 11 · - Great Decisions. Faculty from New 
Hampshire schools and colleges discuss "International 
Development." 8:30 p.m. 
MUSO Film - The Three Musketeers ·, · comedy starring 
Oliver Reed, Raquel Welch, Richard Chamberlain, and 
Michael York. Shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission$. 75. 
rooms are popular places for a 
gay rendezvous. 
The walls read like the ad 
section of the Boston Phoenix 
"Male, good-looking, well-buitt, 
desires ( expletives and adjectives 
deleted) with other willing males." 
Or something a little more direct 
"If you want(insert wild imagin-
ation here), ·meet me here at · 
l0a.m. Wednesday." 
Anti-gay graffiti takes the form · 
for the most part, of insults and 
threats. "This stall off-limits to 
Fags," reads one wall. Through 
the scribbling of threats and ar-
guments, only one guy seemed 
to keep a clear head. His logical 
suggestion was "Leave the gays 
alone, it means . more girls for 
us!". 
The question of whether or not 
gay encounters actually do take 
place in the library stalls remains 
a mystery. 
However, while I was in the 
men's room on floor B a guy 
came in, looked at his watch and 
asked me if I was Chris. He 
seemed terribly disappointed that 
I wasn't. 
I felt I needed some justification 
to be taking up so much time in 
the stalls in the MUB, so I went 
to the cafeteria first and downed 
4 cups of coffee. It acted faster 
than Drain-O, arid I did the 60 yard 
dash in 6.1 to get to a men's 
room in time. 
The graffiti in the MUB ,is for 
an unknown reason, largely anti-
Jewish. Variety was provided though, 
as the word Jewish was crossed 
out and other racial and minority 
groups substituted. 
Replies to these insults usually 
took only two words, which were 
· not Happy Birthday or Merry 
Christmas, if you need any hints. 
It is interesting to see how 
graffiti becomes divided up by 
major in other buildings on campus. 
Buddy DeFranco floated through Big Band number like 
'Skyhner." (Paul_Keegan-photo) 
famous "Woodchopper's )!all," 
which featured students Clancy 
Tager on saxaphone, Dave 
Champion on trombone and Chris 
Erbe on trumpet, DeFranco 
played what was perhaps his 
most difficult tune of the night, 
''Suite for Chad,'' which was 
named after his son. 
DeFranco could easily have 
continued playing the old tunes 
all night, appealing to nostalgic 
jazz buffs who rri~y have come 
to the campus during parents' 
weekend. That would have been a 
safe, no-risk approach. But 
DeFranco admirably put himself 
to the test on several tunes, in-
cluding "Suite for Chad," playing 
demanding pieces on what is one 
of the most demanding of in-
struments. His training in legit 
music became evident on such 
pieces during the concert. 
Most of the members of the 
Three O'Clock Jazz Band then 
put down their instruments and 
just listened as DeFranco teamed 
up with the rhythm section to 
play a different kind of jazz. But, 
1t was still m wmte Smith ':s 
category of "good." 
It was during these small com-
bo sessions that the surprise per-
former of the evening was 
featured. Charley Jennison, who 
had played with the Seacoast 
Civic Big Band earlier, was 
asked to come up and play some 
charts he hadn't seen before. 
"We're going to play / a little 
trick on Charley,'' DeFranco told 
the crowd. ''I heard him for the 
first time today, but I want to 
hear him some more." 
"They said they wanted me out 
on stage," said Jennison after the 
concert with a grin. "Steve Fink 
(trumpet player with the 
Seacoast Big Band) told me to get 
my flute, so I ran out to my car 
and got it. It's good practice to 
play charts you don't know." 
Jennison, who graduated with a 
B.S. in Music Education from 
UNH in 1969 and now plays with a 
group called The Big Note in 
Cape Neddick, Me.; stole the 
show for the second time of the 
night with his tenor sax and flute 
playing. 
It was jazz at its best. Im-
provising 1s me neart of jazz and 
it was an exciting to watch these 
two accomplished performers do 
their thing,_ backed u~ _by Gre& 
JAZZ, Page 13 
The wit and wisdom of Author Unknown. (Jerry Naples 
photo) . ... 
In the Social Science Center E S(e) x-(F) un. In another staJI 
where sociology is headquartered: SOJ?e d,i,senchanted_ st~dent ha~ 
I found the following ''Earth is wntten Aerodynamics IS a drag .. 
the insane asylum of the universe." Notably free of graffiti were 
It was obviously one of these the walls of the men's rooms of 
universally insane who wrote this Hamilton Smith Hall. This could 
frightening proposition on those be due to the fact that there are 
same walls "Give Mel nuclear no doors on the stalls, and one 
weapons." feels self-conscious enough sitting 
Someone in McConnell Hall asks there covered only by a copy of 
"Is there life after WSBE?" Re- the Norton Anthology, let alone 
plies to that will be forthcoming scribbling on the walls. 
I assume. ' The key now, fellow artists, is 
Kingsbury Hall, home of math unity through or~anization. Let 
and engineering, provided a gold us keep all gay-orientated graffiti 
mine of graffiti. The men's rooms to the library. 
are tucked away high in the moun- Al~ ethnic and racia~ slurs and 
tainous regions of the building rep hes should be conf med to the 
apparently safe thus far from MUB. 
assault by janitorial forces. Exceptions are "Stop the Nuke" 
The stalls are still walled in and "Mel Thomp:;on" graffiti, both 
tile that looks like stone blocks, ·of which are too widespread to 
giving the effect of Inca ruins. contain, and may be placed where 
The hyroglyphs contain · a lot of desired. 
obscene math formulas in which And so, the time has come to 
E stands for ecstasy and not · rise up! Fill the walls with it. 
energy. We must prove once again, that 
One that I found typical was the pen is mightier than the sponge! 




What kind of circus thrills and 
enchants without sound? In what 
kind of circus do the clowns 
dance and pantomime the lives of 
flowers, converse with ants, or 
turn into mushrooms under trees'? 
Everything in this circus is fun-
ny and serious with compassion 
for-the mini-tradgedies and frus-
trations of the human condition. 
The leading clown in this cir-
cus said in an interview, "In full 
sight of agony, wholesale bru-
tality and injustice, should . the 
clown not stop being funny and \ 
scream in outrage instead? I think 
this would be wrong. His humor 
and his courage is his weapon."· 
Lotte Goslar's Pantomime Cir-
cus has all these qualities. 
Goslar is founder, choreogra-
pher, and star performer of the 
troupe that also includes five tal-
ented young dancers and a pi-
anist. 
Their show is a unique dance 
and mime theater which employs 
techniques developed by Goslar 
from classical and modern dance 
forms as well as frofn pantomime 
and allied theater arts. 
Goslar, who has been called 
"The female Charlie Chaplin," 
was born in Dresden and left 
Germany when Hitler rose to 
power. 
LotteGoslar, world famous dancer al!_d mime. She came to America with Er-
ika Mann's famous Anti-Nazi re-
vue· "The Peppermill;" and ha,s 
been here ever since. 
professionally trained dancers 
have toured all over tlle world, 
leaving behind them a wake of 
rave reviews. 
Thursday and Friday, March 
16and 17. 
After three solo cross-eountry 
tours and great · successes in 
Broadway musicals and .concert 
performances, Goslar joined the 
celebrated Turnabout Theater in 
Hollywood in 1944. 
Goslar said about her troupe, 
"We work in universal feeling, so 
we never have to worry about 
language barriers." 
The Pantomime Circus will 
be on .campus for a half-week 
residency, which will include 
master classes and other acti-
vitiP.s for UNH Students. The 
reside,:i07 and perform_E:nce~ 
'lre supported in part by a 
grant from the New Hamp-
shire Commission on the Arts 
·and the National Endowment 
for the Arts. 
She was booked for eight weeks, 
but wa$ held over by popular de-
mand for ten years co-starring 
with-Elsa Lanchester. 
Goslar and her young troupe of 
The present editiqn of the 
Pantomime Circus, .ctczowns 
and other Fools," will be pre-
sented by the {JNH' Celebrity 
Series in John$on Theater · on 
r;;~{fu~;;;;~·~;·1 
• • • • • • 
READ UP ON REAL ESTATE BEFORE YOU BUY t 
IN STOCK: Books by-
A.M. Watkins -Building or Buy~1_1g ~ I:Ious~ _ -~L95 
- . - How to· Judge a House $1.50 
How to A void the 10 Biggest Home Buying 
Traps $3.95 
How to Beat the High Cost of Owning and 
. Operating );7 our Home $2.95 
Albert J. Lowery~ How You--Carilfocome _ 
Financially Independent by Investing in Real 
Estate List 9.95 $7.95 . 
Ruth Rejnis. - A Woman's Guid~ t~ Careers in 
Real Extate List 8.95 $7.15 ),.__ 
Robert W. Semenov - Questions & Answers on 
Real ESTATE List $12.95 $10.35 
Betsy & Hubbard Cobb - City People's Guide to 
Country Living $1.50 
Robert Irwin - Protect Yourself in Real Extate 
$12.95 $10.35 
Running Press - Glossary of Real Estate Brokers 
& Salesmen $1.25 
Welch-Real Estate $2.95 
Platt, L. - Real Estate Examination Study 
Guide $4.95 · 
Steiner, G. M. - If ome For Sale by Owner 
♦ 
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PAGE ELEVEN 
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Bionic roommate 
When I applied for a room on campus, I don't remember 
checking the little compatibility box labelled "heavily into 
Bionic Woman-types .. " 
My new roommate, I discovered, was in fact, bionic. 
That's why she took the lower bunk nearest the wall outlet. I 
swear that the two or three hours she did stretch out, she 
tapped into the juice to recharge. 
The rest of the time she went like a gerbil; classes, labs, 
ten~is dates, committee meetings, folk group practices, 
operas, ballets, jogging ... 
She was so well-rounded, well-read, well-liked, graded-
well, arid well-shaped . that I felt like a sideshow superstar 
next to her with all my abnormalities. 
As Mark Twain said, "Few things are harder to put up 
with than a good example." Especially at such close range. 
My side of the room was always cluttered with crumpled 
papers, coffeecups, and little wads of gum stuck in strategic 
locations for my frequent Bazooka fits. 
Her side of the room was so clean it squeeked when I 
walked through it. 
I could never sneak sheepishly in after heavy-duty par-
tying and slip quietly into bed, unnoticed_. She was always 
wide awake whenever I got in. 
"Have a good time?" she would ask, still rapidly turning 
the pages of War and Peace;. (pleasure reading) 
"Yeah." I stuck wisely to monosyllables. 
"Good night," she would ~ay, still reading. 
"Yup_'' and l would crawl into bed. 
At 6:30 sharp, her alarm would cut 1thr6ugh rosy 
fingered dawn like a hacksaw. 
"Good morning!" she would chortle, fully recharged. 
My only consolation was the thought that some day she 
would have to pay her own electricity bills. 
She began to study, as was her usual custom, before 
breakfast. 
"I wish you could be more normal!" I finally said in 
desperation, one morning. "Like couldn't you develop any 
habits? Nervous ticks? Addictions? Even a little fetish?" 
She looked at me calmly, one eyebrow raising slowly, 
"Oh, but that would be highly illogical. Those ' normalicies' 
as you call them are but vices of the imperfect." 
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AVAILABLE FOR USE: 
*(3) Fully-Equipped Darkrooms · 











Ellis, J.T. - Guide to Real Estate License· 
Exam $12.00 
Kent, D. - New Hampshire Supplement to Modern 
Real Estate Practice $3.50 
Floberg - Practice in Real Estate Math $8.50 
Harwood, B. -Real Estate Principles $16.00 







♦ • ♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ALSO, many titles in our large selection of home ♦ 
: improvement books always available at 20% off at: : 
♦ The University Bookstore i 
♦ ♦ l .•••••••.•...•. ~ .....•...•••••••••••••• , 
*(1) Photography Studio . · 
(Backdrops, Studio Lights, Reflecting Shields, etc.) 
--- -
PHOTOSCHOOL CLASSES A. V AILABLE: 
BEGINNING and ADVANCED 
BLACK and WHITE Classes: 
COLOR CLASSES 
STUDENT: $20.00* 
NON STUDENT: $25.00* 
STUDEN:1-::_ ~25.00~. 
NON-STUDENT: $30.00 
*INCLUDES SEMESTER DARKROOM PRIVILEDGES 
DARKROOM PRIVILEDGES: STUDENT: $15.00 
NON-STUDENT: $20.00 (Includes use of chemicals) 
SESSION II Registration (Spring Semester) 
. Tues. Feb. 2812:00p.m. -2:00p.m. 
Wed. March 1st 12:00p.m. -2:00p.m. 




Toast :~ eggs any style 
:.~aeon · Coffee 
J \ \~ $1.2~ )1 
~eeks +·• 
Family Restaurant 
Open at6:30 a.m. Daily 
COMING MARCH 19, 1978' 
T~E FIRST 
PEOPLE FOR KOLODNY 
FUNDRAISING COFFEE HOUSE 
AT 
SCAMMELL GRANGE -=- DOWNTOWN DURHAM 
( opposite Post ornce) 
FREE,* ENTERTAINMENT * SPECIAL GUEST• 
·COFFEE & CRACKERS 
BRING YOUR OWN WINE AND CHEESE 
1 $$$ CONTRIBUTIONS ACCEPTED AT DOOR. 
All Proceeds Will Go To 
THE LEGAL FUND FOR ANNETTE KOLODNY 
I 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY FEBRUARY 28, {978 
across from P .0.) 
:·. Tflt ~irufflffi i 
: i L€e. ~~me C1RCL€ lff, NH_ 6Q~86&· t-l65 - ♦ 
: Announces its FIRST ANNUAL SALE Ii 
: 20% off list price on everything. Cross Country i 
: -Skis, Sleeping Bags, Canoes, Tents, etc. t 
♦ Shop early as there are limited quantities ♦ 
: Sale Starts Wednesday, March 1 ! 
; and ends Sat~rday, March 4 t 
♦ --~ ~Md-.~ f l .............. -..wzx ,. .. , •••••••••• 
Gmpus . . _ · G of Durham 
opy 47 Main,Street - Tel. 8e8-2450 
-Complet_e Resume Service 
Graduate Theses & Dissertations j 
''Ready Made Copy~me-Da}j$eiiiGe. ,, --- -
F-""b s ID IL 
Copiers that give 
_gr~ service than they get. 
Authorized 
We carry the full line 
of reliable Savin copiers. 
There's one to fit the 
needs of any office. 
KEMCO OFFICE PRODUCTS 
151 Congress St. 
Portsmouth 





continued from page 1 
way through the course, it isn't a 
suggestion we can implement," 
he said. 
''But, if. a student asks that a 
professor speak slower, it can. be 
changed,'' said Francq. 
"Mid-semester evafuations or 
assessments would give you a 
chance to correct mistakes,'' said 
Smith. 
''I think it will be a catalyst for 
improved communication bet-
ween faculty and students, 
because the course could im-
prove in one semester," said 
Doug Cox. 
"I don't think that faculty will 
be defensive about this type of 
evaluation because it can't be 
used for promotion and tenure 
decisions," Cox said. 
"I think it's a really good 
idea," said student Djck Doucet-
te. "A teacher can get off on a 
tangent, and this would give him 
a chance to get back on the 
track." 
"I have some friends who are 
taking a music course on 
Beethoven and Brahms, and the 
professor is talking about Mozart 
a lot. This kind of evaluation 
could suggest that he go on to the 
course subj~ct." 
If the proposed motion passes, 
it will be instituted on a one year 
trial basis beginning J fall 
semester. ~-· ........... . 
i♦ USED BOOK t EXCHANGE i 
: Check & Book Pickup -t 
♦ Tues. 11-1, 4-6 
• Wed. 2-4 
: Thurs. 11-3 
♦ Rm. 134, M.U.B. 
♦ -
!DEADLINE EX'IENDED 
♦TO: MARCH 2 ♦ .................. _ 
----classified ads-------....... 
cars for sale 
Motorcycle : 1977 Honda CB750F2 black 
Bosche qua!'tz headlight, Konis, E~ropean 
bars , superb condition, 13,500 miles, $1 550. 
Call Bob in Gibbs Rm 206, 2-1594 or 868-9699. 
2/ 28 _ - --··. -·--- - -·-- __ - · --· -· -· 
1972 Pinto, good condition, 40,000 miles. 
_$_?.~0 call 926-4557. 3/24 
i\ftisC seIT. - 1977 Honda Accord Automatic/ 
FM radio. snow tires, A.C. six monthf 
old like new. $5,000 firm. Call 862-2010. As~ 
for Mrs. McCann. After 6 p.m. call 207I 
363-3189. 2/28 . 
1971 Green Opel station wagon. Body and 
interior in very good condition. New tires. 
1900 Engine runs smoothly. Asking $925. 
742-0535. 2/28 
MGB 1971, dark green, low mileage. Needs 
some work, best offer over trade-in ($1000) 
Call Marc at 868-7484. 3/3 
Must sell. 1977 Honda Accord. Automatic 
FM Radi?, snow tires , A.C. Six months'. 
Ask for JVtrs. Mccann after 6 p.m. Call 
207-363-3189. 2/28 -- _ 
1968 Ford always start:;, good running con-
!_iition. Asking $300. 659-~002. 3/21 . 
19i2 Ford Torino1 6 -cylinder. New Tires. Had 
major tune up m December. Good running 
condition. New Tires. Call 868-5570 after 
5 p.m. 3/17 
1967 Barracuda Fastback 120 000 miles. 
6 cylinder, 3 speed Manual. $200 or best 
offer. Call 659-5249 after 5 p.m. 
1967 Barracuda Fastback 120,000 miles. 6 
cylinder, 3 speed Manna!. $200 or best offer. 
Call 659-5249 after 5 p.m: 3/17 
GMC - Jimmy, 4X4, locking hubs, 1973 54,000 
mi. Excellent condition, new equip. include 
clutch pressure plate, tires (Micnelin 'X') 
shocksJ battery, 3800 negotiable 724-7099 
John arter 8:00p.m. 3/24 
pre-paid ela11 ad fora 
TO UAD Al fOLLOWI: _· _________________ _ 
FIUT INllllTION: 11.• for II---• ee.. a.11 r.. ... 16 ..... ._ 
£MDI 00Nll,;U11VE DfR&"ftON: 1.25 Mal 11 wet w •· 
Tea.,111111 --•• MCI datN eent aw wetd: •11Jr,,11t•a1sr.st•..,. eaunl •--. · 
••••• ..,""..- ......... Mal~ 
TO atiN ·- TIIIII. 
Must Sell: 1!170 Bug, engine excellent, body has For sale: Xhree-bedroom home in Lee wilt 
a little rust. $550 or best offer. Call Jax !Gh5900 , large ~dition ideal for small business m 
3/3 rental mcome. w/w carpeting throughout , 
Asking $39,500. Call ~l-~18. 2/ 28 .. _ . _ 
for sale 
For Sale: Caber ski boots, Flow, buckle. 
Size 91'2-10 men 's. Good beginner/ mt. boot, 
comfortable, call Mark 868-5716 5-6 p.m. 
or after 11 p.m. 2/28 
STEREO for sale: $250 excellent condition. 
Pioneer sx-434 receiver, Garrard 440 m 
turntable, shure cartridgeb Avid speakers 
2-way. Call Bob Kempton etween 5-6 any 
day 862-1387 or 868-9706. 3/~3 _____ _ 
Hand-made New Hampshire snowshoes (Ex-
plcirin~-typel. If you can't afford X-<:ountry 
then shoe" it for 1 , the price. Need your 
height. wei~ht. For details: ~82- 3/3 
For Sale: Panasomc stereo - one unit AM/FM 
radio & turntable & speakers. Excellent 
condition - $90.00 or best offer . Call Bruce 
at 2-1084 or 868-9667 Rm. 218. 3/21 
Nortalia skj boots for sale. Womens size 6. 
Used only one season; excellent condition. 
Asking $20.00 or best offer. Call Althea 
868-9806. 3/17 
For Sale: Royal Chef electric stove. Good 
condition $40.00 - 30" aqua color 20" Huffy 
boys 3 speed bicycle - $30.00. Call after 
5. 868-5540. 2/28 
A.K.C. registered golden retrievers for sale/. 
Reasonab1e price. Have shots and healtln 
certificates. Call 742-4572 or write L. Monie~ 
69 Portland Ave. Dover, N.H. Ready encl, 
of March. 3/3 ._ 
For Sale: Trunk mounted ski rack1 fits mos~ models $7. Mexican jacket, sueae leathel' 
with fringe, size 38 mens, $18. Beige cordorov 
mens leisure suit, never worn, size 42 jackei. 
38 short slacks $8. Two leather bicycle 
seat_!l!_each. Cail 742~8662 after 5 p.m. 3/17 , 
Water bed-Double bed (queen sized); com-
pk!te with frame, platform, liner, heater, 
~~~ hardware $55. Call 749-3900 evenings. 3/17_ _ 
Caber competition ski boots size 9. Liste,d 
for $150 new. Will sacrifice for $80. Am 
moving South. Must tr_y them on to appreciate 
comfort & support. Call 749-4296 (Dover) 3/3 I 
Skis Head Comps. Giant Slalom 200 cm . 
with Salamon Nevada bindings $30, one pair 
Garmont boots size 11 $35. Call Richard 
436-4872 after 9:00 or call Air Force ROTC 
. and leave m~s§_~e~ 3/3 _ _ __ 
Bargain • Mrs. Deerskin suede jacket. Seoil 
brown zip out lining. Size 18 Brand ne~-~:t Jliioc~ll~~~ 2i~~ for $100. 225-2372. Yo:'. 
SKIS FOR SALE - K2 255 USA with marke l 
Rotomat FD Simplex DL 195 cm, Rossign 
Strato 105 with Look Nevatik 190 cm. Aslcin ' 
$100 per pair. Come see - call 868-7560 fo · 
Bill, A11.dv, Mike. 3/3 _ _ _ _ _ 
For Sale: Ski Boots, Caber Flow Buckle. Size 
91 z-10 men's. Good intermediate/ beginner 
boot. $35.00. Call Mark 868-5716 5-6 p.m. or af-
t_e.!:__11 p.~2/28 
For Sale: Women's Down Parka, size medium. 
Niceandwann! p)Lynn65!t-509'2 3/28 
AKC Registered German Shepherd puwies for 
sale. Excellent pedigrees. Available immediately. 
Call 642-5619 or write Mrs. Allen, Rte. lll-A, 
Brmtwood, NH 3/17 
For Sale · Towle Sterling Silverware "Contessina" 
Pattern. Never used. 5 pieces. $140. Call 008-547'2 
after 6 p.m. 3/3 
wanted 
Skis and· bindings wanted. 5'-5'4" length 
Must be in good condition. Elaine - !l6<Hi654. 3/3 
Used Cross~ountry skis, pol~ and boots -
fish scale bottoms - size 6 5 feet Marth-~ 
6.59-5342. 3/17 ' . "' 
for rent 
For rent: 1ei house near • Tri-City Plaza 
Dover. Large bedroom, living rm. & kitchen 
available. No lease. Prefer couxie. Call 
~~t4~~~rter 6. $100 & util. negot. vailable 
2 rooms for rent-5 min. from Shop & 
Save - Faculty Kd. & Bllrnham Ave. 1\.avanagn 
iillhone -come between 5 & 7. Lt. cookin-g. 
Barrington - 2 bedroom apartment. Stove 
refrig. Children welcome. Call 868-2901. 2/28' 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house York Beach 
Mai~ebfireplaced living room, $325/month'. 
Ava!la le March 1 - June 1. Also available 
78-79 Sept.-June. Call Nashua 889-7401 or 
!182-6447. 3/24 
·Rent: Apartment in central location otf 
Dover. On K-van route .near grocery. ~~ 
lease or sublet 100/mo. Call Nancy , 742-53~i! 
or Pam 659-5622. , 
Rent : Ul)stairs apartment. Semi-Furnished 
-all utilities in Durham 110/mo. call 868-2583 
or 868-5612. 3/21 
1 Bedroom. unfurnished aoartment. w/w 
carpet, heat and hot water, free washer 
ana aryer , 11replace with wood supplied. a 
o~J'et~fl9.:ftl.1:~JiI' t - $235.00 per month. 
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DeFranco serenades the big hand 
JAZZ 
continued from page 10 
Canava on drunis,-Joe S1mon-ana 
Steve Bramsen on piano and th~ 
-mimitable Ed Corey on guitar. 
While .. DeFranco was un-
disputably the star of the show, 
the most impressive thing about 
it was the competency displayed 
by the accompanying musicians. 
The Seacoast Civic Big Band, 
not to be confused with the now-
defunct Seacoast Jazz Players, is 
~ gr<_>Up made ~P of U~~ alumni, 
faculty, members of the com-
munity and, occasionally, _ studmts. 
It provided ~ strong entrance 
into the evenmg of Jazz with a 
Count Basie tune called, "Flatter 
The Foo Birds," "Lightweight 
Blues '' which featured Corey 
with his special-effects guitar 
and a big band version of the 
Beatles' "Norwegian Wood." 
featuring Jennison on_ tenor solo. , 
Seiler w.as the leader 4:>f the Sea· 
coast Big Band, director of the 
Three O'Clock Jazz Band and 
organizer of the entire two-day 
Jazz Festival, which is in its fifth 
year. _ 
His desire for perfection was 
reflected in the nearly-
impeccable playing of his bands 
and the success of the entire 
event, which included over 1,000 
students from 40 high schools, 
clinics by DeFranco, Corey and 
Canava among others and of 
course, the main event; wrhb\ 
was Sunday's concert. 
=************************************************** 





~•-The staff pf the UNH Bookstore must 
once agam respond to publisher's 
requirements for the return of second 
1lsemester textbooks and commence 
preparation for summer school. 
PLEASE DON'T BE CAUGH! SHORT! 
Purchase the remainder of your 
second semester textbooks 
and complete your book returns. 
BEFORE MARCH 15 
* * : "Fancy Meats & Fine Provisions" !,__ ____________ ___. ___ 
* * * * * * * * ! Open 7 Days A Week 8 A.M. - 11 P .M. ·: 
! Corner of Pettee Brook Lane & Madbury Rd. ! 
! 868-2121 ! 
* * * * * * i N.Y. Sirloin Steak ............................. S 1.39 lb. ! _ 
* Trimmed Roasting Chickens .................... 63¢ lb. * 
*
* Fresh Cod Fillet ............................... S 1.69 lb. ! 
* -· · 59rt- I b *  Cantaloupes. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 't . * * Kraft Sharp * 
! Barrel Stick 10 oz ................ -............... S 1.09 ! 
! Shurfine Ice Cream 12 Gal.. . .. . . . . 994 ! 
* Sunshine Hydrox Cookies 15 oz.. . . 79<; ! 
! Hunt's Prima Salsa '* _ 
! Spaghetti Sauce 32 oz................ . .. • ... • • 991 : 
* Red Rose Tea Bags 100 ct..................... $1 .6 * 
! Welch's Tomato Juice 32 oz ... -............... : ... 2/95¢ t 
* Campbell's Chicken Noodle Soup 10 oz ........... 5/S 1 ! 
· ! Scottles Facial Tissue 200 ct ........................ 2/$1 * 
* * * * * * * * : Beverage Specials Every Week! ! 
* * ~************************************************ 
WE NEED: 
Hostesses Cooks Bartenders 
Waiters Waitresses 
Cocktail Waitresses Dishwasher~ 
Bus Persons Maintenance 
Interviews held daily at Saunders, located 
off Route 1-A, on Rye Harbor, Rye, N .H. 
964-6466. 
1pm 5pm 
Monday, March 6 thru Friday, March 17 
------classified ads----
roommates 
Couple or 2 rmmtes to share room w/ 
batli & private entrance in house in Madbury 
11 2 miles from campus. $145 & util. Call 
Pat or Nancy 664-2324. 2/28 
Apartment roommate needed in central lo-
cation in Dover, on K-van route, off street 
parking, no security deposit to lease or 
sublease. Lots of sun. Ca11 Nancy 745-5338. 
'l~-
Roommate needed: own room, near Kari-
van heat included. Call Kim 749-2682 3/17 
Female roommate needed for 4-person apt., 
6 Main St., Apt. I , Durham $92.50/ mo. 
868-5024. 3/17 . 
FREE heat and hot water! Sunny, furnished 
apartment for two.,_ with excellent downtown 
Durham location. r emale roommate needed. 
A mere $90.00/month! Call Cheryl or Terry 
868-7056 after 5:00. 3/17 
Two roommates wanted . lakefronl cottage 
in Barrington. Rent $75 a month each plus 
heat and utilities. Nine miles from campus. 
Call Steve at 664-2324 or 862-1490 and leave 
mess~e._ 3/17 
Female roommate needed ·to .. ~hare large 
two bedroom apartment in Newmarket On 
, Xari-van route. $100/month includes heat 
and utHities . Available immediately. Karen 
659-2307 02/28 
services 
Typing Th~ses, Manuscripts, term paper/,, 
etc. Experienced accurate and neat. Also 
spanish tvping and Spanish English tranis-
lation, mail or pick-up. Call Exeter 778-0161). 
3/21 
PARTY: or for ai occasion. Cakes ·.& f}f made to order. all Charlie at 862-1304. 
TYPING of theses resumes, reports, 
correspondence, on IBM Correcting Selec-
tric, cnoice of style/pitch, by experienced 
business teacher/secretary. Fasti efficient, 
reasonable. dependable. Cal Diana 
Schuman. University Secretarial Associates, 
742-48~!L.1/28 
- -- . -- . -· ....... u1 t au1,cu . ~, 4''t 
TYPING: Letters, Resumes, Reports 
J'hese~c 20 yrs exp. 749-2692. 3/3 ' 
help wanted 
Looking for someone who is an accurate, 
good typist/ intelligent, and who can handle 
a vanefy o duties for a Humanities Project 
m downtown Portsmouth. Eligible work study 
students call 436-8336 Monaay to Friday, 
1~m. 3.121 ____ _ 
Work study<sl needed - UNUSUAL ATMOS-
PHERE - for details, call Pat at 862-2017. 3/21 
Position: sitting in CS Documentation Library 
evenings (hours can be arranged1 with ad-~ ditional late night hours possible each 
month). Familiarity with DEC manuals and 
ability to do illustrations helpful but not 
essential. Typical library duties plus some 
poster preparation and odds & ends. Contact 
Kathe Edwards, Computer Services 862-2323, 
8-4:30 p.m., Ml0l Kingsbury Hall. 2/28 
Ladies - attractive & neat - "See-Through" 
Tops 3.50 per/hour plus tips. Back-AFT-
Tavern, Kittery, Me. Call 439-2920 mornings 
for appt. 3/24. 
SUMMER JOBS: FREE Fifty State Summer 
Em))loyer Directory. Send name and address 
to: SUMCHOICE, BoX-530, Dept. S, State 
College, Pa. 16801...Tell a friend. 3/21 
Babysitter wanted for well behaved 2nd 
grader. Pay $20/wk. Hours approx . 4 to mid-
night, 2 wks per month. My home, Dover. 
742-6810. _____ ------------ _ --
Work study student needed to assist human 
development specialist in preparation of in-
fancy packets, early childhood newsletter, 
and "parenting" project. Contact Mary Jo 
Herde, 123Tayfor Hall 862-2034. 2/28 
WORK AT HOME in spare time, stuff 1000 
envelopes, make $500.00. Free supplies. Send 
star.nped self-addressed envelope to: L. 
Hagan Bol! 2Q_4 Mqpr~_t9wn, N.J . 08057. 3/3 _ 
Wa~ted-: Responsible Urad. student or 
couple for live-in mother's helper position 
Spacious water front home. Privafe room· 
board, salary negotiable. Near Kari-van 
route. Call 659-2656 for_infor. 3/3 · 
rides 
Ride available to Orlando, Florida during 
break (3/2-3/13). Need two to share driving 
and round trip expenses. Contact Ray 
659-2711. 2/2_--'4 _________ _ 
Ride needed to Logan Airport, Friday, 
March 3, anytime in the afternoon. Also, 
will need a ride back to campus · late 
Sunday night. March 12. Will be arriving 
at 1:30 a.m.i flying Della. Anyone going 
my way? Wil share expenses. Call 863-9875 
or 2-2435 and ask for Karen. Thanks! 
Going to ROCHESTER. NEW YORK during 
breaK (3/2-3/13)? Why not take us too'?' 
We will gladly share driving and expenses. 
We will even throw in a terrific Roy 
Rogers joke. Call John Macri 2-2067, 659-2693 
or Deborah Johnson 2-1994-' 4~-6746. 2/28 _ 
Ride needed to Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
area. Able to leave March 2 after 6:00 
· p.m. Will share expenses and driving. Call 
742-7831 after 5:30 weeknights. Keep frying. 
2/24_ .. --- ----------
RIDE NEEDED: to CAMBRIDGE. Can 
leave late FRIDAY afternoon or Saturday 
afternoon. Will share gas. Call Mark at 
659-5043 and leave message. 
lost & found 
$20 reward for the return of an orange 
backpack taken from Hewitt Hall 2/17 /78. 
No questions . Call 742-3781 evenings. 2/28 
LOST: Red 1978 Temple date & address 
book . Personal value is in the enclosed 
addresses . Reward. Call 742-2879 Jerry. 3/17 
LOST: Black leather WALLET. Ke~p the 
money but PLEASE return desperately 
needed credentials to MUB information 
de~k_. N~ g_ue~tiO_!'IS_ a~k~-- - -
LOST: Silver spoon ring between Mini Dorms 
S.L.S. and Ham. Smith on 2/9/78. Very 
§real sentimental value! REWARD.- Call 
. ~_:, 1?,~g~e ~~ .86~-968~ or_Z-~909. Please! !3/3 
personals 
Happy birthday to yc,6_ Happy birthday to 
you. Happy birthday dear Beth, happy birth-
day to you. Have a great 19th year . Love, 
all of us on the 7th ! 2/28 
WANTED: A Date for Homecoming in Octo-
ber. I'm giving you all plenty of time to 
think about it. "CALL 868-9723 ask for Tony 
2/28 
Judy, Margie & Sue are you packed? Have 
you remembered the "bare" essentials and 
the maJ,>, sunglasses, chocolate chip cookies, 
"DUZ, spears, Fogelber~ and of course the 
NIUNA? Okay. Now we re ready for our 
gre1\t G~T AWAY! 2/28 _ 
Beth -. The Big, Berserk, Burly, Bad Boys 
Bountifully Bestow Best Birthday Wishes to 
you; A Blushing, Bespectacled , Blonde, 
B~uncy Bouncy Bombstiell of a Babe with 
Blissful Buns and Beautious Boobs. Bobby 
and Scott • 
Dear-Dad, Thanks for an excellent Wednes-
day night - the formal introduction was lon6 
over-due but definately worth the wait. Be-
cause of the heatd it was one button down ... 
next time it coul be the zippers . Rehearse 
your lines; eventually you'll make it into the 
!ounge. Lovingly your two daughters. 2/28 
Maureen and Lisa: Happy Birthday, Party 
Hardy! Hope Ohio solves your sex starva-
tion . Wonder how many poodles there are in 
!:_'lorida? Doit up! Love, L.L. andp._ 3/3_ 
Beth - Happy 19th - Good luck in -your 
last year as a teen, hope you have a great 
year but watch out for all the invi~ible steps 
along the way. Steve 2/28 
Any en1ployment inqumes concerrun'g t-'eter 
Warren should,_be -directed to Tony Leoka;, 
manager of stuc;lenU1elp. Every responsible 
bartender needs a manager! 2/28 . 
Congratulations Beta Pledges. Looking for-
waro to seeing you all Tonight. Get psyched. 
LOVE T.H.R.U.S.T. 2/28 . 
Thanks to everyone from Hubbard and Hood 
House who helped out with my Valentine's 
Day emergency. 2/28 
To TPW - Thanks , you were right , but if 
this had taken -any longer I wouldn 't have 
had any patience left. Sometime? Sure. TMR 
2/28 
Marie, Cindy, Maureen. Get psyched for 
Florida, _you bathing beauties!! Maybe we 'll 
see you m Lauderdale ; if not, have a great 
time! Love, the phantom 2/28 
Congratulations to Brendan Van Deventer 
on his recent engagement to Monica of AZ. 
Have a haopy marriage. P .S. Who's the best 
man? Duf1 Herb? Eman? Keith? Layn~? 2/~ 
Beth-Happy 19th Have a great day and a 
fantastic year! One bit of advice: Watch 
out for the COUCHES in the lounge! En-
joy! Love your Roomie 2/28 
Want to indulge in some goodies'! Come lo 
Marston House for a crepe part_v on March 2 
at 8:00 p.m. TiC"kcts vaifahlc the Fr<'nch Of-
fice in Murkland. Cost only SI .2:i . 
Campus copy of Durh;m thanks you for 
Y<'Ur patronage and hopes that we can 
continue servmg your needs with fast and 
efficient service. Open 9-5, M-F, 47 Main 
St. -868-2450 . ..,.3/~2_4 __ _ 
Q~iet, ~ale g~ad. ·-stu·cfent see'ks fe~le 
company for outdoor rec . (?(-country, tem:us, 
etc.) and occasional movies. Prefer quiet, 
mature 25-35. Reply Ken Chase, P.O. Box 22. 
D!:n.:ham.].t!L __ 
THE THREE-MARTINI LtiNcH: · writeit . 
off w ith a professor at the WSBE LUNCH 
TABl E Thursday at 12:30 p.rn. in the MUB 
c~·· _ eria:Don't miss it! 2/28 
A California "Hi" to all my friends on Ran-
dall 3rd Devine and ·Hitchcock. It's 70 
degrees, 'sunny and _I've got a tan. Enjoy the 
snow. Love, Cathy 2/28 
) 
Larry Z--Hope we can get together sometime 
A friend from Scorps. 2/28 
to Gin & Dee, Hope you have a great time in 
Florida--You both deserve a resl. And Karen 
& Pat have a nice vacation too. D.K. 
Hotten Ro·v '. Too b;id we're not ('()ITipatahll' . 
Havr a g1iod lif1• anyway and a great birth-
day . Have fun at Vail, l'an't wail lo sec 
your dirty face . Lovl' .Julie. 2/211 
and ... 
AllOUND TIii<: WORLD - us erl'w aboard 
65 ' schooner share• expensps $!l.200 Pad1. 
Ill months deparling Nov. 2 Join ; llc•rb 
& Doris Smith, P.O. Box 114. Porlsmouth. 
N.!I. 0:11101 , 207-644-8691. :1/:! 
JACQUJ<~LINE'S POTPOUHHI. DovPr. Ye 
Olde Court House - around c·orner from 
G,1llery ol' Gifts - 2nd st. New-nearlv new 
items, collectables; everydav. evening: sport 
dothing; small appliances, glassware. 
l~icl~{ilua~n:~~l\~~
0 r~~1~d~:.~r-i1i~r · ifc!~~: 
742-442:1. :l/:l 
TAVOLA ITALIAN.A: The 11alian lun<'heon 
will be held every Tuesday ill 12 :;10 p.m . 
m MurKtano 110. All tnose Ill tne campus 
community who wish to develop or sharpen 
th~ir lan@a_g~ ~ktlls are invited to atlrnd.2/211 
ITALIAN COFFEE HOUI{ : Then' will b<' an 
Italian eoffee hour each Wednesday at 4:00 
p.rn . in Murkland I 10. All those m the 
l'ampus community who wish lo ctrvelop 
or sharpen their language skills an' innll'd 
to attend . 2/28 
Ps:,rchology Ma-jors: i"f you wa~l In joi_n 
Psi Chi !Psvchologv Honor Sor1cty > this 
semester see.Janice ·chadwiC"h, Conant Ha ll 
10:i hefore March Ill to find out 1t you 
qlJ!llify . 2/21\ 
Find someone 
to ride home with 
in the class ads! ! 
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Gallen supporters organi~e 
GALLEN 
continued from page 4 
"I'm not sure of Senator (Del-
bert) Downing's support around 
the state," said Burchell. 
Downing announced his can-
didacy for the Democratic 
nomination yesterday. 
"I've worked with him in the 
legislature and I don't see much 
· evidence of his leadership 
qualities,'' said Burchell. 
"It's my point of view at this 
time that Hugh Gallen is the only 
person who stands a chance 
against Thomson," said Straw. 
"I don't think Downing will get 
far and the other (potential) can-
didates are just trying to get pub-
licity,'' said Straw . . 
'' As a person I think he 
(Gallen) is more level-headed 
about everything. Hers not as ex-
tremist as Thomson,'' said 
Straw. : 
"He thinks about the people 
rather than power and prestige 
like Thomson," said Straw. 
Straw said he also favored 
Gallen becuase he was concerned 
about the growth · of the state, · 
construction work in Progress 
(CWIP) at the Seabrook Power 
Plant, and the situation of many 
state institutions. 
ACROSS 
1 "- Miserables" 
4 Hope -
9 - Ballou 
12 Italian coin 
13 Univers1ty near 
Atlanta 
14 Achilles' -- -
16 Mine passage 
17 Coin of Iran 




51 Container of the 
genetic code 
52 Alleviator 
55 Event for whippets 
(2 wds.) 
59 "The - of the 
Greasepaint ... " 
60 Bea1.1ty -
62 Capri, e.g. 
63 Educator Horace 
11 Volunteer State 
(abbr.) 
12 Lick llP 
15 Pull one's -
20 Welds 
22 "- the Talk of 
the Town" 
24 Dead men tel 1 -
25 Type size 
26 Unit of work 
27 Like some fences 
28 Thames event 
(2 wds.) 
~l 11; t tho 6/J Cako coati no 30 - number 
23 Rapid succession of 65 Flower extract 31 Turkic tribesman 
32 Shackles notes (var.) 
24 Cozy homes 66 - Synephrine 34 "What's -?" 
35 Foxy 25 Sponsorship 67 Leases 
28 Korean soldier 68 - in the bud 39 Substandard 1 anguage , 
42 Indonesian statesman . 
44 Descriptive of 
29 Prefix: seven 




36 Sandarac tree 
37 Ten percenter 
(abbr.) 
1 "- Rose" 46 Snoop 
2 - the Red 50 Principal Norse 
3 Like a lampoon gods 
4 Ushered (2 wds.) 51 Bell sounds 38 "Witch era ft II jurist 
Samuel, and family 
40 Japanese statesman 
41 Ballerina's assets 
43 Miller's salesman 
5 Pertaining to amide 52 Fortify 
6 Negative prefix 53 Bank transaction 
7 "H~gh Society" star 54 Pris·cilla -
(2 wds.) 55 "- Blame Me" 
(2 wds.) 
45 Result in (2 wds.) 
47 French marshal, 
Michel -
8 Bronte's Jane, and 56 Italian wine city 
family 57 Applaud 
9 City near Boston 58 Poetic word 
10 Prefix: air 61 Penman Yutang 
Answers, below 
Wilkinson: there to help 
JUDICIAL BOARDS 
continued from page 2 
Wilkinson said he feels that the 
University judicial board serves 
an "educative function" for those 
people who come before them. 
It is a ''chance for an open 
airing of feelings," he said. "If 
you go to Durham District Court 
the penalties are much stiffer. 
And, it you go to court you don't 
get a chance to say what was on 
your mind when the incident oc-
curred." 
Wilkinson said he wantea to 
emphasize, "I am a student and· 
this has never been done before 
by a student." 
He said he would like to see the 
program, which is now ex-
perimental continue. "I'd like 
to see a student trained to do this. 
In a majority of cases you are 
dealing with students. Students 
feel more comfortable with 
another student,'' he said. 
The future of the project 
depends on two variables, said 
Gallo: 1-the success of the ex-
perimen~, and 2-the opinion of 
the new dean. 
"Nobody knows who the new 
dean is going to be,' ' he said. 
Universiti officials ~ave the)!. 
cautious approval of Wilkinson's 
performance. 
"l think it is working out so far, 
· but probably because it's Tom," ' 
said Jeffry Diefendorf, assistant 
professor History and member of 
the University Judicial board. 
''WhDttit works quite well for 
him I don't know if it would work 
if someone were appointed cold,'' 
he said. "Tom is a particularly · 
responsible individual. He per-
forms above and beyond the call 
of duty, and he knows the 
workings of the board quite 
well." 
According to Gallo, it would be 
hard to find-someone "who can 
make the uncomfortable bridge,'' 
who is acceptable to faculty and 
students as well. The job also 
takes a great deal of time, he . 
said. 
''The program is experimen-
tal," said Kidder. "We are not 





continued from page 3 
smgle initial (a monogram uses a 
combination of a person's 
initials). Another showed a row of 
lamps and called them 'hurricane 
lamps' when in fact none of them 
were hurricane lamps. It's a 
general disrespect towards 
words." 
However, former chairman of 
the UNH English Department, 
Don Murray, who is on sabbatical 
this semester, said he hasn't 
noticed any decline in the quality 
of the papers his students have 
written . . 
"It hasn't been a problem with 
me," said Murray, who did say 
that some English departments 
teach ''very, very badly in high 
. school everywhere. But," he ad-
ded, "there haven't been many 
. people who have written well in_ 
any time in history." 
"There has been a definite 
decline in the past ten years," 
said Goffe. "There was a time in 
_ the 'nos when students were bet-
ter prepared. But now, in the' 
'70s there has -been a . <lecline: 
Students are much less able to in-
teroeret literatu_re and to express 
themselves " -· · 
Since 1962, the national 
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) 
verbal scores have dropped 49 
points, according to UNH Direc- · 
tor of Admissions Eugene 
Savage. Though the figures since 
1962 at UNH were not available 
from the Admissions Office, in 
the last ten years, the UNH ver-
l;>al scor_es have dropped 26 ooints. 
from an average of 526 in 1968 
to today's 500. Nationally, the 
verbal scores have clropped 37 
· points for the same time period. 
"The test companies have ob-
viously been concerned about the 
drop," said Savage. "I suspect · 
that television, the lack of reading 
done today, and the lack of 
quality of secondary education 
all have something to do with it. 
"However " he added "we find 
people with high ve~bal SAT 
scores who can't write. It is not a 
test to convey how well you can 
write." 
"Kids coming out of high school 
can't write very well and they 
haven't read much," said An-
drew Merton, the head of UNH's 
journalism department. "But it 
hasn't gotten worse. It's always 
been a problem." 
"I feel sorry for students who 
· have to deal- with instruments 
(words) over which they have no 
control," said Goffe. "I realize 
language changes and I am of the 
opinion that as long as the 
language still functions as a 
means of communication, then 
that's fine. But if there's a break-
down in communication, that's 
bad." 
Goffe said he is "not 
pessimistic" about the future of 
the written English word, but he 
said the problem of technology is 
one which looks as if it will last. 
And, he .said he sees no im-
mediate reversal of ·the down-
ward trend, but because there 
are so many variables, it is dif-
ficult to forecast whether any 
reversal is f 9rthcoming·. 
What it comes down to, largely, 
is education, according to Goffe. 
He said our educational system 
has become too specialized and 
vocational. A broad educational 
background has almost become a 
thing of tl!e past. 
"What people don't realfze is 
that they are going to be htl!]lan 
beings for the rest of their lives," 
said Goffe. ''They're not just 
going to be doctors or lawyers. 
And democracy depends on an 
educated well-informed 
--citizenry:" 
Merton agreed. "The idea that 
education makes a man a better 
person seems to be obsolete 
today," he said _ "Instead, you 
have to be practical. People think 
_ college ~hould just get you a job." 
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Four Wildcats place 
By Paul Keegan 
The UNH men's track team 
placed seventh out of 22 teams at 
the New England Cha,npionshios 
at Harvard this past weekend'. _ 
Four Wildcats placed in the 
meet. 
Junior John Demers took 
second in the 600 yard run to 
Northeastern's Mark Lech, the 
def ending champ in that event 
"That was the best (1: 12) he's 
run ever," said UNH coach John 
Copeland. "He beat Barry Cotter, 
who beat him in the Yankee Con-
ference meet, when John was 
sick." 
Senior Chuck Fetzner also 
placed second to the def ending 
champ in the 60 yard high hur-
dles. Fetzner's 7 .6 was good 
enough for second behind Boston 
University's Tom Mahan. 
Alex Miller, a sophomore, ad-
ded a full foot to his previous best 
throw of the 3S lb. weight with a 
toss of 58'4½" for fourth place. 
He was only ¾" from second 
Down UConn, 6-3 
as trackmen finish 7th • ID N.E. 
place. 
Two strong UNH throwers, Lou 
Porazzo and Ken Campbell, (who 
qualified for national com-
petition) both fouled on all three 
attempts, according to Copeland. 
Steve Marcotte was fifth in the 
pole vault with 14'6". "He cleared 
15' but the bar wobbled for ten 
seconds before falling off," said 
Copeland. 
Don Deroo took seventh in the 
1,000 yard run and Greg White 
was sixth in the 880. 
Northeastern University won 
the meet for the fifth year in a 
row. 
"I was very happy with our 
showing," said Copeland. "It's 
been a long time since we've 
finished seventh in the New 
England's." 
Copeland said his team only 
had two points after the first day, 
. Saturday. But UNH's strong 
events came the next day and 
"Fetzner and Demers brought us 
back in it," .according to 
Copeland. 
The Cats will compete in the 
IC4A's this weekend at Princeton 
University. Copeland said UNH 
"has no way of competing for the 
team title" because the other 
teams have higher caliber 
programs as far as scholarships 
and facilities are concerned. 
"If any of them (UNH track-
men) make the finals, they'll 
have to run their best times of 
their lives," said Copeland. 
Icewo1nen one away fro1n perfect year 
Women qualify for Nationals 
The UNH women's ski team enjoyed a rewarding weekend at 
Middlebury, Vermont during the Eastern Championships. By Gerry Miles 
The UNH women's hockey 
team defeated UConn for the 
second time this season with a 
thorough 6-3 win last Saturday 
night before one of its biggest 
crowds this season, at Snively 
Arena. 
, The number one is the magic 
number for the men's hocky team 
· as they fight for a playoff bertb 
but for the women it signals the 
number of games that are left in 
their unbeaten first season. 
At the rate they are going, 
there seems to be no reason why 
the Wildcats shouldn't finish un-
defeated after they travel to 
Colby for a 4 p.r_n. game today. 
The women upset Colby in the 
first game of the season, 8-4 
before a handful of fans on that 
first evening. From then on their 
enthusiasm and play has im-
proved and their fame has spread 
like poison ivy in the summer 
time. 
"We never expected this (going 
undefeated) at all," said Mccur-
dy. ''There's something about 
these girls I can't put a finger on. 
One minute you'll be figuring out 
what's going wrong, and then you 
look up and they're scoring two or 
three goals." 
Caroi Menard; Kathy · Bryant 
and Melissa White each had two 
goals to pace the icewomen to 
their fourteenth straight win 
Saturday 6-3. 
UNH was sluggish in the first 
period and didn't erupt until a 
Huskie was sent off for inter-
ference with a minute and a half 
left in the period. · . 
Melissa White won a face-off to 
the right of UConn 's Lauren 
Fuchs, swung around the cage 
and passed to Carol Menard, who 
converted before Fuchs knew 
what happened. 
Less than a minute later, White 
took a pass from Wendy Lobdell 
at mid-ice, cut past three def en-
ders at the blue line to cut in on 
Fuchs and . deke her out of 
position for the goal and a 2-0 
lead. 
White's enthusiasm was infec-
tious as the icewomen played 
with what Mccurdy termed 
"killer instinct" throughout the 
period, outshooting the Huskies, 
14-9, scoring four more goals to 
the Huskies' one. 
Bryant got her first of the night 
on a pass from White out front. 
Menard got her second of the 
game when she fired a wrist shot 
to the upper right hand corner af-
Evans: I wish I had three 
of those goals hack 
crowd in ECAC' hockey mswry, 
HOCKEY / according to RPI Sports Infor-
-.,9-9~.tin~_ea rrorn µu_~~ 1 v mation Director Jim Greemdge. 
i:iA~m~t °8.Pli but he la!!l_~nted The RPI Field House is nothing 
three that went by. more than a spacious, old air-
"Boy, I wish I had the third, fif- plane hangar that was built 
th an4 sixth ones back," 4~ §aj_d around the 1930's. A stage at one 
to travelling roommate and back- end supported a 60-piece pep or-
up goalie Ken Lorence. chestra, whose players were all 
"Especially that last one. I put it dressed in red with cardboard 
in myself." railroad engineers hats on. At 
Evans was the only person . least half the crowd had red 
down on Evans after the game. clothing and the cardboard hats. 
As he has done throughout the People yelled like they were 
second half of the season, the being paid by the decibel,1 while 
UNH senior kept the Wildcats in honking horns sounded like some 
the game by making big saves. fans had driven inside the arena 
But Stoyanovich's winning goal to park. 
was the one that kept Evans The Engineers gambled by 
awake. _ playing lhe Wildcats' game--
The big RPI left wing took a skating, shooting, wide open 
pass in str~de on the left h?ards at hockey that UNH usualiy uses to 
the blue lme, and flew mto the tull actvantage. 1:Sut .H.Pl 's Ior-
zone with Dana Barbin back wards were fast and able to skate 
alone. Stoyanovich kept skating with the Cats all night long. And 
hard and carried the stick and with junior goalie Ian Harrison 
puck with just his left hand, war- making 50 saves, RPI could af-
ding off Barbin with the right. His ford to go for it all night long. 
big stride and long reach allowed ' There were no hanging beads in 
him to go around the smaller the ·uNli dressing room after the 
Barbin and in alone on Evans. game. The Cats were down, 3-1 
"I came over to cover the post going into the third period, tied 
with my glove (right hand)," ex- the game at 3-3, went down 4-3, 
plained Evans while peering into tied it at 4-4, and then were down 
his Lowenbrau. "He only had a again5-4with6:17remaining. 
couple of inches on that ·side. He Coach Charlie Holt skated only 
shot, and I didn't even see it when two lines and two sets of defense 
I saved it. I guess it went off my through most of the period while 
glove and into the net." playing catch-up. The hard work 
It was a bit more complicated paid off with only 1 :25 left when 
than that. Just after Evans Frankie Roy poked a rebound 
caught Stoyanovich's shot, Bar- past Harrison to tie the game at 5-
bin slid into Evans after vainly 5 and send it into overtime. 
trying to stop the flying Holt was radia~ing pride as he 
Engineer. Barbin appeared to stood outside the loclcer room af-
jostle Evans, and suddenly the ter the game. "This is the best 
puck was in the net, Stoyanovich team I've ever been with at 
was dancing, and the RPI Field UNH," he said. "Not necessarily 
House went bonkers. talent-wise, but just total skills, 
The Wildcats faced a whole city total everything. They're so 
Saturday night when they skated tenacious, in every sense of the 
onto the ice in Troy, N.Y. It was term. 
the First Annual Eig Red "We skated two lines and four 
Freak out, and the standing room def ensemen for most of the third 
crowd of 4,954 was the largest period and the overtime, and boy, 
anyone could remember. It was did they work. But that third 
also the largest non-playoff game _ perio_d was ~ur period.'' 
ter rushfog down tbe right side-
boards. White got her second on a 
ten-footer from the slot. 
Bryant closed out the scoring 
when she faked out a Huskie in 
the corner, moved in toward the 
net and slid in a shot which snuck 




By Nancy Maculiewicz 
The outcome of today's UNH 
women's basketball contest 
against Keene State College will 
have no bearing on the Wildcats' 
number six seeding in the New 
England Regional Playoffs which 
begin Friday at Southern Connec-
ticut State College. 
But the team would like to end 
its season with a win, according 
to coach Cecelia DeMarco. 
"Keene is going to be tough," 
said DeMarco. "It's always a 
battle with them." 
A win over Keene would end the 
Cat's season at 13-4, their best 
record ever. 
In the first day of tournamf-'7;t 
action on Friday, UNH will play 
the University of Rhode Island, 
which became the Cats' latest 
victim last Saturday t 68-47. 
"It was a pretty well-played 
g::imP," s::iid DeMarco. who noted 
that the score didn't reflect the 
closeness of the game. 
"URI really played super in the 
first half," said DeMarco. "Once 
I looked up at the clock and they 
were ahead, 16-4." 
The Cats came running back, 
though, sparked by freshman 
Gaby Haroules, who entered the 
game midway through the first 
half. 
According to DeMarco, "Gaby 
got us going in the right direction. 
She started the momentum for 
us." Haroules gave out three 
assists and scored a few baskets 
herself to put UNH ahead, 35-3}, 
at the half. 
In the second half, freshman 
Donna Couture kept the momen-
tum going for UNH, hitting her 
first five attempts from the floor. 
Couture and Kathy Sanborn, 
UNH's top two scorers, led the 
scoring with 20 and 19 points 
respectively. 
The Wildcats' sixth place finish qualified them for entry to 
the Nationals to be held March 9-11 at the University of New 
Mexico. 
"It was a good performance. The skiers did .well," said UNH · 
women's ski coach Marilyn Cochrane. · 
. Top finishers for UNH included Sue Mellet, who placed 
elevE:nth and Carolyn Cossette who finished twenty-sixth, both in 
the giant slalom. · 
In the cross-country event Pam Smith took the fourteenth spot 
and Kitty O'Connell finished fortieth. 
The slalom event had Cossette placing fifth, Mellet eleventh 
and Conny Dunlap eighteenth. , 
-"The women wql be join1fto Ma4le FrideY for WEIS)\., a women's 
skiing tournament which all eastern teams qualify for. Ullman 
said it has no bearing on UNH's standing. 
BC hockey tickets on sale 
Tickets for Sunday's UNH-Boston College hockey game will i 
go on sale today at noon at the Field House Ticket Office. 
Two hundred tickets are available at $3 each. Game time 
is at 1:30 in McHughForum. 
Playoff tickets will be sold beginning next Monday. 
Correction 
The story on the UNH men's swim team in Friday's issue of 
The New Hampshire'contained several errors. 
The story said the team defeated Bowdoin, 76-54, when in fact it 
lost by the same score. jlts record is now 5-6, not 6-4 as reported. 
Sophomore Jeff Cherrington did not win the 400 individual med-
ley as stated, though he did turn in his best time of the year. 
The NPw Hampshire regrets the error. 
~ , 
Swi1n01en end season 
losing to UConn, 52-35 
The UNH men's swim team 
ended its regular season on a sour 
note Satµrday afternoon, losing 
to the University of Connecticut, 
52-35 at Storrs. 
The Wildcats (now 5-6) will be-
gin preparing for the New Eng-
land's, to be held this weekend at 
Springfield College. Eleven UNH 
swimmers and two divers qual-
ified for the meet. 
''They (Connecticut) are one. of 
the top teams in New England," 
said UNH coach Frank Helies. 
"We had a few fine individual 
performances.'' 
Freshman Mark Glenesk swam 
to his personal best, winning the 
500 yard freestyle and taking a 
second in the 1000 yard freestyle. 
Senior co-captain Gordan Chartier 
finished strong to win the 200 
breaststroke. 
Freshman Rob Sayre knocked 
five seconds off his previous best 
time to finish second behind team-
mate Jeff Cherrington in the 200 
individual medley. 
Despite this year's losing 
record, the future for UNH swim-
ming looks very good. The Cats 
are only losing two seniors from 
this years team ( Chartier and 
Dick Anderson), and with a strong 
nucleus of freshmen, such as 
Dave DuRie and Attila Herczeg, 
coach Helies has to be optimis-
tic. Herczeg broke the Swasey 
Pool record this year in the 50 
free with a time of 123 seconds. 
"We surprised a lot of people 
this year," said Herczeg. "Ver-
mont came down thinking they 
were going to blow us out of the 
pool, but it ended up being a pret-
ty close meet <UNH lost, 65-47). 






- ECAC .hockey standings 
Pos. Team (Overall Record) 
1 Boston University (23-1-0) 
2 Cornell ( 19-4-1) 
3 Clarkson (19-9-0) 
4 Boston College (18-7-0) 
5Brown (12-11-1) 
6 New Hampshire (17-10-0) 
7 RPI (16-8-1) 
8 Providence (13-13-2) 
9Yale (11-13-1) 
10 Harvard (11-12-0) 
11 Dartmouth ( 11-13-0) 
12 Vermont O 4-15-0) 
13 Northeastern (10-13-1) 
r4St. Lawrence (10-18-0) 












































































UPCOMING DIVISION I GAMES 
Feb. 27 - Providence at Northeastern 
Feb. 28 - Vermont at Boston College 
Harvard at Dartmouth 
Pennsylvania at Princeton 
Mar. 1 - UNH at Brown 
Colgate at RPI 
BU-Harvard (Beanpot) 
BC-Northeastern (Beanpot) 
Mar. 3 - Northeastern at RPI 
Clarkson at St. Lawrence 
Cornell at Princeton 
Boston College at Providence 
Mar. 4 - Princeton at RPI 
Brown at Dartmouth 
Northeastern at Colgate 
Yale at Harvard 
Cornell at Pennsylvania 
Vermont at Boston University 
Mar. 5- UNH atBoston Col!ege 
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'Best ga~e of career' for Cavanaugh 
• Hoopsters close with win, 64-62 
By Tom Lynch 
UNH senior c_o-captain Tom 
Cavanaugh, playing his last 
game as a Wildcat, stuffed home 
what proved to be the winning 
basket with seven seconds left in 
the game as the Cats ended their 
season with a hard-fought 64-62 
win over Northeastern last night 
at Lundholm Gym. 
Cavanaugh scored a career 
. high 26 points ( 12 for 16 from the 
floor) in his swan song. He was 
followed by Huskies Dave 
Caligaris (21 points ) and Dave 
Sheehan (18). 
" Tommy Cavanaugh played 
the best game of his college 
career tonight," said a happy ;.lnd 
somewhat relieved UNH coach 
Gerry Friel after the game. ' 'In 
the last four or five games, he's 
·really come on. " 
56 edge, Dickson hit a lay-up at 
2:05 to tie the game. 
He scored again fifteen seconds 
later to put the Cats back on top, 
60-58. Cavanaugh then took over. 
He added another hoop for UNH 
before Sheehan hit with fifteen 
seconds remaining. That made 
the score UNH 62-NU 60. 
Cavanaugh sealed the game for 
the Cats as he took the ball mid-
court and drove in for the wining 
stuff with 0:07 showing on the 
scoreboard. Sheehan scored 
again for the Huskies , but a floor-
length inbounds pass by the Cats 
allowed the one remaining 
second on the clock to tick away. 
"This g~me makes everybody 
realize we ,,could have done it all 
year," said Cavanaugh in the 
unusually jubilant UNH locker 
room. "Since Peter (Laskaris) 
wasn't here, somebody had to 
take charge. " · 
Laskaris was injured in the 
Cats' win over UMass, and did 
not dress for last night's game. 
He finished his career with 1,115 
points, fifth on UNH's all-time 
list. 
The Cats end their season wfth 
a record of 7-19. 
Basketball Shorts: There was a 
celebrity among the 1,200 fans at 
last night's season finale. Willis 
Reed, former star of the New 
York Knicks and that club's first-
year coach, was on hand, ap-
parently to watch Northeastern's 
6'5" Dave Caligaris, who is a 
Rhodes Scholar candidate and is 
averaging 24.4 points per game 
from his guard spot. .. Friel had 
praise for all his seniors, 
especially for Layne, saying, 
"We're going to miss Ronny. He 
did a great job tonight, and we're 
going to miss the leadership he 
gives our offense." ... Bill 
Del~ney, who started last night 
for the first time since his 
sophomore year, will head off to 
Brown medical school next year. 
Northeastern held a seven 
point lead going into the second 
hal f After three baskets by 
freshman John Quinn brought 
the Cats back into contention, 
Keit.h Dickson gave UNH a 41-40 
lead with an outside jumpshot. It 
was the Wildcats' first lead since 
the early minutes of the game. 
The Cats outscored NU 15-4 in 
the eight-minute span started at 
18:55 of the half. 
After taking the lead, UNH 
began to play the aggressive type 
of basketball it employed to beat 
UMass last week. Cavanaugh 
took control under the North-
eastern basket, pulling down 
seven of his game-high ten 
rebounds in the second half. 
Wildcats lose in OT; 
take on BC Sunday 
The lead changed hands three 
times in the last ten minutes of 
the game. With NU holding a 58-
By Sfeve Morrison 
The UNH hockey Wildcats 
· must win or tie one of their 
rema.ining two games to make 
the playoffs. Wednesday_ night, . 
UNH travels to Providence 
where it _has not won in 3½ years: 
to play fifth place Brown Univer-
sity. Sunday evening, the Wild-
cats play Boston College in the . 
UNH forward Ralph Cox cruises in to take a slap shot 
on RPl's Ian Wilson during Saturday's game. Steve Stoy-
anovich won the game for RPI in overtime, 6-5. (Tom 
Varley photo) 
season's finale at th~ Eagles' ' 
McHugh Forum. 
But there is another possibility. 
Harvard, which is on the very 
edge of making the playoffs has 
to win its remaining three games 
(Dartmouth, Boston University 
and Yale) or UNH will make the 
playoffs regardless of how it 
does. 
There would be no need for 
figuring playoff combinations if 
the Wildcats had held out for the 
remaining 1: 12 of overtime at 
RPI Saturday night. A tie against 
the Engineers would have 
assured the Wildcats a playoff 
spot. But thanks to :Steve 
Stoyanovich's sudden death goal 
his third of the night, the Wildcat~ 
regular season remains ·interest-
ing following the 6-5 loss . 
T~e RPI sophomore left wing, 
~11 six feet and 200 pounds of him, 
1s already pro material. His Phil 
Esposito-like reach allowed him 
to score his second and third 
goals against the Wildcats, and 
put the Engineers into seventh 
place in the ECAC Division One 
playoff scramble, right behind 
the sixth place Cats. · 
And his booming slapshot, 
which found the net for his first 
goal of the evening, helped RPI to 
its third win over UNH in the last 
four overtime games the two 
schools have played. 
At two o'clock Sunday mor-
ning, Mark Evans was sitting on 
a Holiday Inn motel room bed 
beer in hand, recounting th~ 
madness of the earlier evening. 
The Wildcat goalie had 44 saves 
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Skiers place fourth; _head for NCAA's 
By Brett Walker 
The UNH men's ski team 
placed in a respectable fourth 
position over the weekend for the 
fourth year in a row at the 
Eastern Ski Championships, held 
in conjunction with the Mid-
dlebury Carnival in Middlebury, , 
Vermont. · 
''We had a good weekend,'' said 
UNH coach Paul Berton. "We 
skied well and had a good year all 
around." 
From here, five individuals 
from the UNH team will proceed 
to the Nationals, being held at 
Cannon Mountain in Franconia, 
New Hampshire, tomorrow 
through Sat1,Jrday. Vermont and 
Dartmouth are the only full 
teams going down as a result of 
their one-two finish in the 
Eastern's . Middlebury was third. 
UNH will be represented for 
-the second year in a row by senior 
co-captain Howie Bean, who 
missed first place by one second 
in the cross-country competition 
in the Eastern Championships. 
and junior co-captain Grover 
Daniels, who took fifth in the 
giant slalom and eighth in the 
slalom. 
Junior John Fulton, who placed 
tenth in the jumping competition, 
will also be making the trip to 
Franconia along with two bright 
prospects for the future, fresh-
men Nat Lucy and Pete Mid-
dleton. 
Lucy finished eighth in the 
cross-country race and Middleton 
placed fifth in the slalom. 
With the added depth to the 
cross-country squad, Berton is 
confident UNH will score some 
points and better last year's 
eighth place showing . Berton 
commented, "We shouldn't do 
worse.'' 
Alpine skier Grover Daniels 
said, "I think we'll do better in 
the nationals this year. Last year, 
it was just me and Howie (Bean). 
I've got confidence in Peter Mid-
dleton to do well. I think he and I 
can make the top ten because 
we're familiar with Cannon 
Mountain. " 
The scheduled events for the 
Nationals include the giant 
slalom, beginning at 10 a.m . 
tomorrow at Cannon, followed by 
the cross-country competition 
which will take place Thursday at 
Bretton Woods. The slalom racf 
will be held Friday and the 5( 
meter ski jumping will be or. 
Saturday, both at Cannon Moun• 
tain. 
Other UNH finishers in the 
Eastern Championships included 
senior Rick Turner, who placed 
thirtieth in the slalom. Turner 
was coming off an injury, putting 
a damper on his final year at 
UNH. 
Bob Williams, also a senior 
came in twehty-fourth in th~ 
giant slalom event with Mid-
dleton taking the twenty-sixth 
spot. 
In the jumping event, senior 
Mike Landgraf placed eighteenth 
and Steve Young, a sophomore, 
finished twenty-fifth. 
J!Jnio,r Brendan ~anDeventer drives in for a layup in last 
mght s game agamst Northeastern." Co-captain Tom Cav-
anaugh sc~rt}d a _career hiih 26 PC?ints to lead the Cats 
-~to a 64-62 wm m their season fmale. (Nick Novick photo) 
UMass, Connecticut 
take down grapplers 
The UNH wrestimg team 's rec · Huskie Ed Herald outpointed 
ord dropped to 6-4 last night at sophomore Chet Davis, wbo naa 
UMass when the grapplers lost to been undefeated. Bob Sibilia then 
the Minutemen, 30-15. took a decision from Wildcat Mike 
. Ch~t Davis had a first period Pendergast, 13-4, and Murray's 
pm m the 167 lb. class, Bob victory provided the winning 
McNally (190 lbs.) registered a points. 
second period pin and Bruce Cer- In other matches, Connecticut's 
ullo defeated UMass captain Tim Joe Viola defeated John Boghos 
Fall~:m to account for the UNH in the 118 lb. class, UNH's Scott 
scormg. Wood won a decision over Stu 
The Cats will be at Maine to- Hockberger (126 lb.), and New 
morrow. Hampshire's Mark Brown tied 
In last Saturday's action, a with Mark McAvoy. 
come-from-behind victory by Wildcat Nabil Boghos remained· 
heavyweight Chuck Murray gave undefeated on the season as he 
Connecticut a 21 ~17 upset over pinned his man at 50 seconds of 
UNH. the first period. 
Murray defeated Mike Milling- Steve LoPilato lost a decision, 
ton in the match which was held and freshman Bruce Cerullo took 
in Storrs, Conn. a 14-10 decision over Huskie Bob 
T~e match wa~ tied at 14 after James in the 158 lb. class. 
r 
The playoff picture 
Playoff time is when those in the sporting world appreciate 
math majors. This year's ECAC playoff race is going down to the 
last games at the end of this week, and UNH could be playing at 
home. or away. or not at all. 
The Cats must win or tie one of their two remaining gam~s 
against Brown Wednesday or Boston College Sunday. If ljarvard, 
currently out of the top eight playoff qualifiers , loses or ties one 
_game, UNH is in regardless of the Brown and BC results. . 
Harvard has tough work ahead, as the Cri,mson must face Dart-
mouth in Hanover tonight; Boston University in the Beanpot 
final Wednesday and Yale at home Saturday. That BU game at 
·Boston Garden Wednesday night could be UNH's ticket to the 
playoffs. , 
The Wildcats still have a chance at home ice for the first round, 
but it is remote. The Cats must sweep Brown and BC, Boston 
College must also lose two of its other three remaining games 
(Vermont, Northeastern in the Beanpot consola,tion, and at 
Providence) and RPI must lost one of three relatively easy 
remaining games ( Colgate, Northeastern and Princeton). 
Without home ice, chances are that UNH will play BU, Cornell 
or Clarkson in the first round, although it could also be Brown, 
Providence or another trip to RPI. , 
The final rankings will not be known until after the BC game 
Sunday night, but one thing is known now. If there is one com-
bination the Wildcats do not want to see, it is a first round game in 
Ithaca, New York, against Cornell. The Cats would rather travel 
to Boston to play BU than venture into the land of the Big Red--
where UNH lost in the first round three years ago, 4-2, and where 
Cornell loses about as often as school is cancelled because of snow 
here in Durham. 
The quarter-final rounds of the ECAC playoffs will be played 
March 7, the semi's and finals will be Friday and Saturday nights 
at the Boston Garden. 
STEVE MORRISON,.,. 
